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Foreword 
 
Those of us who are working through the Tsunami Response probably intuitively sensed 
it as early as the initial months. The IFRC’s World Disaster Report 2005 insinuated it last 
October. A month later, OUTLOOK magazine’s article, “Everyone Loves a Good Tsunami,” 
indicated that the media’s attitude was indeed hardening. Then the bigger explosion in 
January this year  – DEC’s Leaked Evaluation Report turning mini scandalous with the 
BBC getting into the act and castigating the whole relief community during prime time. 
Rightly or wrongly, the Tsunami Response is acquiring more and more, an image, as an 
Aid Gone Wrong Story. 
 

Such a verdict may seem premature as we are after all, not even mid-way the journey. Glaring failures 
notwithstanding, there are many positives, which we can still build on. There is still ample time to 
turnaround the situation to ensure even a fairy-tale ending. Yet to do so, we in the relief community must 
radically change. Our sector has been the master of spin for decades, conjuring an image of infallibility viz. 
we can do no wrong, are always successful. There are hardly any takers for this attitude as indicated by the 
media’s hardening of attitude. And yet, till perhaps yesterday, we were the media’s Holy Cow – frequently 
praised and seldom criticized.  
 
This study is an independent review but one that my organization, Development Promotion Group, a 
Chennai based NGO network, had indirectly spawned. We had commissioned Rajan Alexander, the author 
of this report, to help us formulate our Livelihood Strategy in the Tsunami Response. During the exercise, 
we ended up struggling to identify the big picture for alignment of our micro-livelihood strategies. We then 
posed the key strategic question - What would a Built Back Better Nagapattinam look like?  
 
The idea of undertaking this review accordingly evolved from this search. Since it fell outside the original 
TOR, it was decided that Rajan undertakes the review independently through his organization Development 
Consultancy Group (DCG), Bangalore. Rajan’s independence and long experience is reflected in his 
impartial and incisive analysis in these pages. It may appear overall a scathing indictment of the whole 
relief community, which DPG is an integral part. Yet, it does give credit where it is due, perhaps to a much 
lesser degree than we would have liked it to be. There is no compulsion to agree fully with the contents. 
But to dismiss it totally would not be prudent either as it appears well researched and based on perceptions 
and views of implementers from the field itself. 
 
Every disaster throws up many learning. Unfortunately, it often stops with consultations, workshops and 
publications. Examples are too far and between of learning from previous disasters that had been 
internalized into an advantage in subsequent disaster responses. We have the opportunity to change all 
this, using critical reviews such as this document to incorporate mid-term correctives within the same 
disaster response itself.  
 
 
R Bhakther Solomon,  
Chief Executive Officer 
Development Promotion Group, 
9, Railway Colony, 1st Street 
Aminjikarai, Chennai 600 029 
Tel:  044-23744645/23744647 
Fax: 044-237745471 
email: dpgsulo@md2.vsnl.net.in 
Web: www.dpgsulo.com 
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Preface 
 
The Tsunami undoubtedly is the most publicized and best-funded response of all times. One aid agency 
staff interviewed by CNN pointed out that as compared to US$ 50 average budget per victim family in other 
disasters, the figure was high as US$ 1,000 for the Tsunami response. The media interest was equally 
unprecedented. Both combined to raise very high expectations for the international relief community to 
deliver their promise. The relief community further raised expectations even further by embracing a 
captivating mantra – Build Back Better.  
 
The run up to the First Anniversary witnessed a virtual Tsunami of evaluations and reviews. They together 
with the critical eye of 24x7 electronic reporting that now typifies global news journalism is increasingly 
bringing to the forefront the fundamental inadequacies which the relief community was long accustomed to 
sweep under the carpet. Both evaluations and the media are turning out to be the proverbial double-edged 
sword. The outcome is that relief agencies has suddenly withdrawn into their shells, refusing to meet the 
media or giving very guarded interviews and tightening further their confidentiality clauses. Unpalatable 
reviews are simply delayed in publication, not printed at all or even taken off web sites in complete 
deviation of past practices and total contradiction to “flying the flag” of high accountability and 
transparency standards that NGOs and donors ostensibly claim that they all adhere to.  
 
This ostrich type of knee-jerk reaction cannot augur well for the relief and development sector. Living in a 
state of denial equally is no answer. Instead there is a need to adapt to this new reality by learning not 
only to accept constructive criticism but also demonstrate our credentials of transparency and 
accountability by accepting failings in public much more candidly and in a spirit of humility. This may 
marginally dent support bases in the short term. But in the medium to long term, this will spur credibility of 
the sector as a whole, which in fact, is what at stake primarily.  
 
In relief as well as development, often the only path available is one that is made by walking. And in doing 
so, mistakes are part of the risks. Accordingly, it should be our collective endeavor to creating a more 
educated donor base that is willing to adapt its giving in accordance with operational realities on the 
ground – one that accepts us as fallible human beings and doing so, stands by us, even in failures and 
crises. This I believe was the inspiring experience of DEC after the BBC episode. Sponsors, including 
corporates reportedly wrote in to express solidarity and reassure funding commitments.  
 
Livelihood in this report has been analyzed in 3 parts – Fishery, Agriculture, and Non-Farm sectors. The 
study involved one-week fieldwork in Nagapattinam and Chennai respectively. In Nagapattinam, apart from 
visiting villages where Tsunami Rehabilitation was going on, we talked to Tsunami victims. Both in Chennai 
and Nagapattinam we interviewed Donors, NGOs, government officials, resource and support agencies 
including other consultants involved with Tsunami work. In addition, publications and the Internet were 
scanned to improve our understanding what the wider network was assessing as direction of the overall 
Tsunami response. For all these inputs, we express gratitude to one and all. 
 
Much of the findings of our study more or less find a resonance with the IFRC, DEC and TEC evaluation 
findings except that this is Nagapattinam specific and thematically focused on livelihood recovery in the on-
going Tsunami response. If these pages of this report succeed in provoking a debate, we consider our 
efforts well served. We welcome reactions from one and all.  
 
 
Rajan Alexander 
Development Consultancy Group, Bangalore 
devconsultgroup@yahoo.co.in 
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TTssuunnaammii::  BBuuiilldd  BBaacckk  BBeetttteerr  

MMAANNTTRRAA  AASSIIDDEE,,  AANN  AAIIDD  GGOONNEE  WWRROONNGG  SSTTOORRYY??  
 
 

 
 

“Annoyed at the nosy camera distracting them from their favourite card game, a group of fishermen, 
obviously under the influence of country liquor, shouted expletives in a nasty tone: "Come, you 

NGOs, take our pictures and give it to the rich donors. We are the victims of the tsunami. We are 
here for everyone to make money...."1 

 

While the commemoration proceedings of the 1st Anniversary of the Asian Tsunami were interesting, the 
stark contrast of emphasis between the national news media and the NGOs and donor community was 
even more so.  
 
The former, by and large, focused predominantly and refreshingly so, on the survivors’ resilience – virtually 
inundating us with a plethora of inspiring stories, how victims are slowly rebuilding their lives, moving on, 
putting behind their personal tragedies. The government, usually the favourite whipping boy of the news 
media, surprisingly was accorded a big thumb’s up, with officials like Dr Radhakrishnan, Collector of 
Nagapattinam, even being hailed as the hero of the hour! There was seemingly an open acknowledgement 
as well as a genuine appreciation that the relief operations, initial glitches and exceptions notwithstanding, 
proceeded quickly and effectively, providing food, clean water, health services, and temporary shelter for 
tens of thousands of people. This extraordinary response by the government machinery prevented the 
widely anticipated second round of deaths due to disease and malnutrition. In contrast, NGOs unique 
contributions tended to be mentioned only in passing by the national press, if not sometimes singled out for 
harsh criticism.  
 
So what about the NGOs and donor community themselves, some of whom who unabashedly position 
themselves as putting the child, people, communities or victims first? Their true character were revealed 
with quite a few spending huge amounts in releasing glossy publicity reports and by conducting 
extravagant events to highlight “their achievements”, ironically, in the process, often incarcerating their 
primary stakeholders to the background! Some of these programs were even conducted without any 
sensitivity to the fact that victims might need the day to be alone to mourn and remember their dead. 
Some comic relief was also provided with an agency, renowned for their organizational lack of participatory 

                                                
1  A question of accountability - Frontline Volume 22 - Issue 27, Dec. 31 - Jan 13, 2006 by R. Krishna Kumar 
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culture, choosing the occasion to lecture the wider relief community to adopt more participatory 
approaches to Tsunami rehabilitation! 
 

 
Extracts of an Interview with R Santhanam, State Relief Commissioner, Tamil Nadu 

 

 
FRONTLINE: In hindsight, which are the two areas relating to the relief and rehabilitation effort you 
would have handled differently if you were given another opportunity?  
 
SANTHANAM: One failing relates to the manner in which we identified affected families immediately 
after the tsunami. Soon after the tsunami, every week there were more and more people clamouring 
for relief. Maybe if we had more personnel doing the enumeration exercise we could have identified 
sooner all the affected people. Some of the complaints - for instance, those relating to the exclusion 

of Dalits - could have been avoided if we had done the enumeration better and with the involvement of all categories of 
people. The second failing relates to the temporary shelters. We could have put up better structures for people with 
better planning. These shelters had to be constructed quickly since schools had to be reopened and Kalyana Mandapams  
(marriage halls) had to be vacated. 

 

 
It is now fashionable for NGOs and donor agencies to claim or project that they are totally transparent, 
accountable and very much a “learning organization”, carrying out numerous “learning” reviews and 
moderating workshops, which is designed to discover what 
worked and what did not and why? Yet, the astounding fact is 
that by sifting through NGO/donor One Year After reports, only a 
handful are found prepared to actually publicly admit that there 
were at least some amount of minimal organizational or strategic 
failings in context to their ongoing Tsunami response. What 
bombards us instead are “sanitized” reports containing usually a 
lot of hype, (empty) rhetoric combined with (often misleading 
and meaningless?) statistics of aid delivery. Such deliberate 
policies of concealment create an overall (mistaken?) impression 
that their programs are unmitigated successes, free of 
controversies.  
 
Contrast this attitude with the Santhanam interview extracts. 
The Government, clearly in comparison with NGOs, appears to 
be more prepared to be publicly forthright of their failings. 
Importantly, despite doing so, in the eyes of the Indian media, 
they hardly appeared to have lost their credibility. If nothing 
else, it in fact further augmented it.  
 
Meanwhile, most NGOs have apparently without any inhibitions, 
embraced the mantra “Build Back Better”. The mantra is no 
doubt enchanting. The moot question however is whether field 
outcomes are equally so, and not reducing the mantra to an empty catchphrase. It is not the intention of 
this report to explore the entire gambit of the Tsunami response. What is reviewed are the strategies and 
issues related to rebuilding sustainable livelihoods, as the Tsunami accentuates the pre existing 
vulnerability to poverty of these coastal fisheries communities, agriculture and micro-enterprises and 
accordingly will remain a development challenge for the next several years. 
 
 

                                                
2  Guidelines for Tsunami-Related Rehabilitation and Development Assistance, Centre for Poverty Analysis, Colombo, March 2005 

 
“Considering the overwhelming 
support affected countries are 
presently receiving, a vision for 
rebuilding could encompass a return to 
more than the situation that existed 
before. Many of the worst affected 
areas were those that were already 
experiencing poverty and other forms 
of deprivation. Conditions of socio-
economic infrastructure, as well as 
livelihood conditions were below than 
those seen in the rest of the country. 
 
The recovery from the disaster will be 
essentially a development issue, which 
involves elements of poverty and 
vulnerability. Planning efforts should 
look to laying the grounds for the 
recovery of those left behind in a way 
that makes them and the nation 
stronger and better able to face such 
calamities in the future. This means 
dealing with longer-term issues of 
poverty and vulnerability at the 
outset”.2 
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Fishery Sector 
 
In terms of both lives and property loss, undoubtedly it was the fisher community or those closely allied to 
fishing that bore the main brunt of the Tsunami’s wrath. They became the most visible faces of the 
disaster. Accordingly, as a community, they emerged the principal focus of relief assistance.  
 
Within the first couple of weeks of the Tsunami strike, the predominant mantra of the relief community was 

to meet the challenge of most speedily putting 
back fisherfolks to the sea again. Thus we 
witnessed a stampede to literally dump boats on 
the Tsunami affected coastline. Such was the 
scale and speed of the dumping that a workshop 
jointly held by NGO Co-ordination and Resource 
Centre" (NCRC), Nagapattinam and Department 

of Fisheries, Tamil Nadu warned categorically as early as March 13th 2005:3 
 
- Given that the fish resources on the continental shelf are already exploited close to the level of the 
maximum potential yield, the fishing fleet should not be increased beyond the pre-tsunami level. There is a 
balance - work force and number of boats and this balance should be maintained. 
 
- The up-gradation of kattumarams to motorized Fibre Reinforced Polytherane (FRP) boats should not be 
encouraged in the rehabilitation phase. 
 

Kattumaram Reduced to a Relic 
 
It is common knowledge that such warnings were mostly disregarded and only a minority of donors and 
NGOs demonstrated the moral fibre to either opt out of boat dumping in tote or limit their exposure 
considerably. Only a handful still among these, notable among them, ActionAid, SIFFS etc made some 
symbolic attempt to preserve the kattumaram.  
 
“Sufficient quantities of properly cured wooden planks and logs are required. The time to log and cure 
these will depend on stocks and the supply strategy adopted. There is also has an environmental dimension 
as catamarans source Albizzia sp logs from Kerala forests, and each boat requires four to five trees”.4 NGOs 
and donors immediately grabbed this fig leaf as a justification, to give a decisive shove to obliterate the 
kattumaram by replacing them with motorized FRP boats, even in cases where they were grossly 
inappropriate. The fact remains, if it all NGOs were truly committed to the preservation of kattumaram; 
given their access to almost unlimited amount of funds, they could easily have imported the necessary 
timber from other parts of the world and could have just as easily asserted the required pressure on the 
government to bend rules to gain concessional import duties, even get it 
waived altogether!  
 
And it is not as if that local kattumaram manufacturing skills were in short 
supply. As the photo shows, one local enterprising kattumaram maker 
even took the trouble to put up a large, eye-catching billboard in one of 
the main arterial roads in Nagapattinam but found to his utter 
disappointment that there were hardly any takers for the service offered! 

 

                                                
3   Kalangarai Vilakkam – The NCRC Newsletter, Issue 2, October 2005 
4  India Post Tsunami, Recovery Program, Preliminary Damage & Needs Assessment, ADB, UN & World Bank, March 2005 
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Obsessive-Compulsive Behavioral Triggers 
 
The objective of facilitating the migration of kattumarams to a motorized FRP fishing economy is 
strategically in tune with the Building Back Better mantra composed by international multi-lateral agencies. 
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) and The International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) 
together are offering $ 158 million in financial assistance to the Tamil Nadu State Rural Development 
Ministry for Tsunami Livelihood Restoration that is to be to be implemented through Self-Help Groups 
(SHGs).  
 

Nonetheless, it is probable that more mundane considerations 
swayed NGO/Donor decision-making. The unprecedented 
outpouring of sympathy after the Tsunami brought in record 
donations and pledges of support. This left donors more money 
than their capacity to spend so much so that the likes of 
Disasters and Emergency Committee (DEC)5, UK and individual 
charities like Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF), actually refused 
donations for tsunami victims, saying they already received as 
much money as they could use. Yet for every DEC and MSF, 
there were tens of others who continued to milk the sentiment 
dry, knowing fully well that their capacity was already far 
exceeded. Excess money tended to create a bias for projects 
that lend themselves for high capital absorption. Distribution of 
boats and nets met this criterion and as a Bay of Bengal-IGO 
document puts it, “the easiest way to spend funds”.6   
 
Vivekanandan, CEO of South Indian Federation of Fishermen 
Societies (SIFFS) provides yet another interesting take. 
According to Vivek, “Kattumarams do not lend themselves to 
painting donor emblems and credit lines as does FRP boats!” 
What is new is that NGOs and their donors and the relief 
community were now openly accused as being publicity 
hungry!! Vivek is not the first and the last to insinuate this 
charge. The World Disaster Report of 2005  (WDR 2005) had 
made a similar veiled criticism “…Competition for profile give 
pause for thought…” 
 

In fact it was the unprecedented 24x7 news channel coverage that started it all. It evoked widespread 
public sympathy that in turn stimulated a huge tidal wave of giving. WDR 2005 laments, “Few aid agencies 
have themselves focused on places and people in greatest need. Instead, they tend to follow the flow of 
media coverage and donor resources”. Competitive pressures for profile and media space tempted agencies 
to embrace projects that lend themselves to enhanced brand building opportunities for their respective 
philanthropy. FRP boats with their painted emblems suited this condition rather nicely. Yet, NGOs/Donors 
prefer to be in a state of denial. Rather than admit succumbing to their weakness of being publicity driven 
as reasons for response failures, they now attribute blame to poor needs assessment studies and lack of 
adequate consultation with the community which are in any case, all irrelevant as strategic decisions are 
ultimately moulded by the singular compulsion of securing market share expansion. 
 

                                                
5   An umbrella group of 13 of the UK’s biggest charities related to disaster relief. 
6   After the Tsunami, Hoping for a Better Future, Bay of Bengal News Vol IV Nos 2-5, September 2005 
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Lack of Coordination or Mere Ineptitude? 
 
 
By May 2005, it became readily apparent that boats supply had well passed the point of saturation. Dr. B 
Subramaniam of SIFFS pointed this out at a livelihood workshop held by the UNDP initiated Central 
Recovery Resource Centre (CRRC), Chennai held on 24th May 2005. More boats could adversely affect the 
fishing industry due to too much pressure on the sea and non-availability of crew for all boats. Dr. 
Subramaniam went on to categorically warn of rising operating costs with low returns for motorized units.  
 
Further more, the relief community was forewarned that oversupply of fishing vessels without considering 
social dynamics can trigger both inter and intra community conflicts. In short, Dr. Subramaniam 
emphatically warned that any further supply addition to fishing vessels from here on would prove 
increasingly counter-productive to the fisher community. Vivekanandan of SIFFS reiterated this same 
opinion in an interview with FRONTLINE by tersely commenting, 
“Sometimes, it was better to give less than to give more”.7   By June 
2005, a spate of similar assessments from different sources, most of 
which are easily downloadable from the web, ensured that the relief 
community was adequately warned of further indiscriminate dumping of 
boats. 
 
Did such warnings stop agencies from still adding fresh supply of fishing 
vessels? According to Annie George, CEO of NCRC, Nagapattinam, to 
some extent, yes. But then there are cases come across like this Donor, 
still supplying boats, fitted with outboard engines, as late as December 
2005 – a full 12 months after the Tsunami struck!! Seen in the 
photograph taken in Nagapattinam during the last week of November 
2005, are 30 such boats still awaiting handing over to the community.  
 
We asked a group of fisherfolks lazing on the beach whether in general, boats supplied later to the 
community had any comparative advantage over those supplied earlier. Apparently no. They were in 
general rated as good as or as bad as each other! At least 9 donors supplied boats to this village 
community under their separate programs at various points of time. Engaging them further, we asked, 
“Where would they rank this batch of particular boats (yet to be handed over)?” Apparently, fifth! 
 
So why do donors still at this late point in time, take to supplying boats having no conceivable comparative 
technical quality advantage? Particularly so when it is more or less clearly established that further additions 
to the fishing vessel numbers could be detrimental to the community. Is it due to what the WDR 2005 
terms as a tendency for agencies “To fly the flag” – a euphemism for apparent lack of compulsions and 
commitment for coordinated relief that expresses itself by putting self-interests first? In many cases, this 
excuse of “lack of coordination” remains in fact only a convenient bogey created by a vocal 
section of the relief community to absolve institutional blame for any of their performance 
shortfalls and failings. It may as well be the result of simple ineptitude as in this cited case of unhanded 
30 boats turned out to be. According to the fishermen, this batch of boats lying for 3-4 months on the 
beach side, ostensibly because the outboard engines that needed to be fitted on them had yet to arrive!  

                                                
7   A question of accountability - Frontline Volume 22 - Issue 27, Dec. 31 - Jan 13, 2006 by R. Krishna Kumar 
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NGOs Turn a Pepsi Clone 
 
 
What extent has been the oversupply? Some 
indication is provided by FRONTLINE’s interview of 
the Collector of Kanyakumari, extracts of which is 
provided below:  
 
“According to the Collector, since the death toll 
in Kanyakumari was not as high as it was in 
Nagapattinam or Cuddalore, a "misconception" 
had gained ground that the scale of devastation 
too was not as large as in the other districts. 
This proved to be a blessing in disguise and we 
believe it checked, to a large extent at least, an 
overwhelming NGO interest in Kanyakumari. 
We believe the number of fishing craft 
distributed in the district may not be more than 
15 to 20 per cent in excess of what was 
required, which we consider is one way of 
judging NGO enthusiasm in the district" he 
said”.10    
 
The Collector’s comments are interesting as the 
government draws a direct correlation between “NGO 
interest” and oversupply of boats. More interesting is 
that the Collector actually considers it “a blessing in 
disguise” that NGOs showered lower interest in his 
district! A comment that isn’t too flattering to the 
self-esteem of the relief community! 
 
Even more interesting is the fact when the 
government projects estimates of oversupply of 
boats, their baseline is not those of pre-Tsunami 
levels, as advocated by environmentalists, but supply 
projections, which they think that is needed to 
actualize maximum fishing yields. Simply put, the 
government did not feel that pre-Tsunami vessel 
numbers crossed saturation levels as strongly as did the environmentalists and fisherfolk unions such as 
SIFFS. So when the Kanyakumari Collector estimates a 15 to 20% oversupply, in reality, this could easily 
translate to 30-40% increase as compared to pre-Tsunami levels. Further, by extrapolating the Collector’s 
logic, oversupply of boats in Nagapattinam would be accordingly be somewhere in the region between 150-
200%. Shortage of parking spaces of boats both in the sea as well as on the shore offers ready evidence of 
this oversupply. 

                                                
8  Not that lucky, Dilip D’Souza, India Together, September 15th 2005 
9  The State and Civil Society in Disaster Response, An Analysis of the Tamil Nadu Tsunami Experience, TISS 
10  A question of accountability - Frontline Volume 22 - Issue 27, Dec. 31 - Jan 13, 2006 by R. Krishna Kumar 

 
Reasons Why Some of Boats Distributed by 

NGOs/Donors Lack Seaworthiness 
 

 
 

“There is a whole slew of NGOs handing out 
boats. Very few seem to have understood that 

even at times like this, it is far more important to 
build carefully than build quickly”8 

 
 

1.   Demand for new boat purchases outstripped 
local industry capacity several times over. Bridging 
the supply-demand gap took a toll on quality 
assurance mfg processes. 

 
2.  To avoid drawbacks of (item 1) some 

NGOs/Donors insisted that beneficiaries should 
supervise and endorse quality. Though fisherfolks 
were able to better ensure incorporation of their 
needs/expectations into the design of the boat, 
they nevertheless lacked supervisory skills that 
ensured they did not end up short changed in the 
overall manufactured quality. Sometimes, their 
design preferences undermined quality e.g. 
mismatching engine HP to body strength of the 
boat. 

 
3.  Another category of NGOs/Donors did not 

farm out production but trained local youths to 
manufacture boats. Sometimes the training was not 
upto the mark nor was there sufficient time for 
trainees to get adequately experienced to take on 
full-fledged production responsibilities. 

 
4. “Observers report that it was apparently 

common for NGOs to cut corners and save money 
at the cost of quality — for instance it was said that 
a certain INGO had asked manufacturers to make 
thinner FRPs to reduce costs and, thereby, increase 
the number of boats they could provide”.9 
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For the period 1999-2004, the share of marine fish catches 
of Tsunami affected areas like Nagapattinam to the state 
average (380,000 tons) witnessed a sharp decline, 
attributed to a rapid and excessive expansion of fleet. The 
case of Andaman & Nicobar Islands is very different as they 
have abundant marine resources that are vastly under-
exploited.  
 
Accordingly, while increase in pre-Tsunami fishing vessel 
numbers may not be critical in the case of Andaman & 
Nicobar Islands, this paints the exact reverse scenario for 
the continental shelf. The implication for Tsunami affected 
districts like Nagapattinam is that as the number of vessels 
increase, greater the threat of overfishing and depletion of 
marine resources which in turn threatens the medium and 
long-term regenerative sustainability of marine resources. 
Besides, a BoB-IGO newsletter further warns, “…. the 
motorized sector has shown a phenomenal rise – a factor 
for strife on sea and land.”13   
 
The NGO sector has been playing a commendable 
role in exposing depletion of natural resources in 
several areas e.g. the sustained campaign against 
Pepsi’s and Coca Cola’s over-mining of ground water 
reserves that significantly shrunk drinking water 
supply to the community and negatively affected 
agriculture and livestock activities. It appears NGOs 
have borrowed a leaf from their book. Their Tsunami 
response has exposed them to the very same charge 
– actively facilitating processes that increase the 
depletion of natural resources!  
 
These sections of NGOs and donors still tenaciously justify 
their action in the name of fostering greater social equity – 
enabling fishing laborers to own boats - Some donors even 
flaunting this.14 But this is what a Tata Institute of Social 

Sciences (TISS) Report had to say “What these organizations have failed to understand is that 
ownership status has no bearing on class structure; it is skill that determines income levels in a 
fishing community!”15 Venkatesh Salagrama’s research seems to insinuate that NGOS/Donors may have 
had a hidden agenda – widening the social target base is a strategic imperative for more boats to 
be dumped!16 The suspicion is fueled because the cry for social equity appeared the loudest among those 
entering the dumping game late only to find no active fishermen needing boats! 
 

                                                
11   Not that lucky, Dilip D’Souza, India Together, September 15th 2005 
12   Kalangarai Vilakkam – The NCRC Newsletter, Issue 2, October 2005 
13   After the Tsunami, Hoping for a Better Future, Bay of Bengal News Vol IV Nos 2-5, September 2005 
14   Oxfam, Tsunami Crisis: Situation Update, 20th May 2005 
15   The State and Civil Society in Disaster Response, An Analysis of the Tamil Nadu Tsunami Experience, TISS 
16   Study on Post-tsunami Rehabilitation of Fishing Communities and Fisheries-based Livelihoods in Southern India, Venkatesh 
Salagrama, ICM, Kakinada 
 

 
FISHERY ASSETS – DIVIDING THE 

COMMUNITY 

 
Fight? But why do you fight? "Too many 

boats," says the man, laughing 
sardonically. "Each boat needs a crew of 
three or four. Now everyone has a boat, 

and nobody wants to be crew on someone 
else's boat. So we fight. What else can we 

do, sir?"11 

 

 
“The distribution of fishing units has 
become a cardinal point of internal 
conflicts in many hamlets. The conflicts 
worked either explicitly or implicitly 
wherever the strength of opponents was 
at par or high enough to challenge the 
existing Panchayat or implicitly wherever 
it wasn’t. In a few hamlets, the 
Panchayats in existence were overthrown 
due to this conflict in asset distribution, 
whereas in some other hamlets a new 
consensus formula was worked out that 
incorporated the representatives of 
opponent groups. 
 
So while the asset distribution, on one 
hand helped re-constituting the 
traditional Panchayats through 
incorporation of representatives from 
common people, rather than exclusively 
from the wealthy and traditional power 
holders, on the other hand, it has divided 
the community more than ever before 
and weakened their powers”12 
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Turning Fishery Topsy Turvy 
 
While the reality of oversupply of boats can hardly be disputed, the next topic of interest is whether there is 
actually any evidence that overfishing leading to resource depletion has taken place during the last one 
year. Fortunately, at the moment, the following anecdotal evidence points to the contrary: 
 
a. Union Minister and Tamil Nadu President of the Congress party, Mr. MK Vaasan had alleged in the 
media that fish landings were only a fraction of pre-Tsunami levels – indicating that fishing operations are 
yet to normalize. 

 
b. According to Anthony Benchilas, SIFFS Executive member and 
Coordinator of an on-going participatory study on the impact of the Tsunami 
on the Marine Environment, tentative results point that: 
 
1. Less than an estimated 40% of all available boats in Tsunami affected 
Nagapattinam district venture out into the sea. 
 
2. Frequency of fishing trips and fishing hours is considerably reduced. 
This is partly due to fear of the reoccurrence of a Tsunami that would rob their 
family of breadwinners. Partly this is also attributed to that fact fishing has 

ceased to be lucrative for reasons summarized under item 3 and also the lack of labor supply that has in 
turn also pushed up wage rates. 
 
3.          Poor fish catches (decrease in both total and per unit 
catch of FRPs)18.   This is partly due to the fact that fishers do not 
venture to deep sea as they did pre-Tsunami times, lacking 
confidence of the seaworthiness of their boats. An increased 
number of FRP boats now report for repairs or have capsized.  
Partly it is only attributed to the fact that a self-reliant community 
has been turned virtually into a community of social parasites by 
NGO’s indiscriminate and prolonged handouts. Stakes in fishing 
are lowered, so fisherfolks do not put in the same effort. Partly, it 
is also because fisherfolks feel, that despite the surface calm, the 
sea has changed. Past methods used by artisanal fishermen like 
triangulation does not seem to be effective as before. Partly it is 
also because while NGOs/Donors dump boats, they failed to provide other needed accessories such as nets 
and other gears to make fishery technically viable.  
 
In short, if fishing operations is currently only a fraction of pre-Tsunami levels despite 
oversupply of boats, far from causing overfishing, fishery resources can expectedly be 
enjoying a long awaited reprieve from the tenacious grip of overexploitation and 
accordingly, seizing a providential opportunity to regenerate itself. Welcome is the outcome 
as it is, it is only natural to ask why this is so? 
 
Apparently, “fishers accepted boats even when they were not needed: this was an asset that could be 
sold”19  “Replacement of fishing equipment was being done without taking into account the reality of the 

                                                
17  The State and Civil Society in Disaster Response, An Analysis of the Tamil Nadu Tsunami Experience, TISS 
18   Dharmendra Pratap Singh, IAS, Director of Tamil Nadu Fisheries Department, however contested this claim that catches have 
fallen.  According to him, official data suggests that there is no deviation. 
19  After the Tsunami, Hoping for a Better Future, Bay of Bengal News, September 2005 

 
“It appears that the tsunami has 
affected fish resources in some 
areas; there are reports of changes 
in fish varieties, changes in water 
currents, wind directions, fish 
populations, fish habitats, etc. 
Catamaran fish workers who 
depended on reef fishing have been 
experiencing problems as the 
tsunami covered the reefs with 
sand, resulting in the large-scale 
death of marine life in the reefs”.17 
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owner-worker relationships in fishing communities. The new boats were given under joint ownership, and 
in many cases they were not provided the other assets required to run a boat. The result is a chaotic 
situation in which the new owners are unable to meet even the running costs and are forced often to sell 
their boats”.20  A staffer of a Catholic donor, met during our field trip, meanwhile revealed on the condition 
of anonymity, that a group of fisherfolk from their particular target village had the audacity to approach 
him to broker a sale for 15 boats fitted with outboard engines! On recounting this tale to Anuradha 
Vidyashankar, of TNTRC, Chennai, she retorted,“ Well, I’m not surprised. We are hearing even more 
depressing stories – Recycling - whereby boats are bought back by manufacturers, repainted to 

be re-supplied to Tsunami victims courtesy - another donor!”21    
 
The whole stampede to dump boats greatly stretched existing boat making industry 
capacities several times over. The BoB-IGO newsletter commented, “One FRP boat 
yard on Chennai’s East Coast Road normally built 30 boats a year. But it has built 
more than 360 boats after the Tsunami”22 Recycling was one of the ingenious 
ways manufacturers devised to get around gross over commitment to supply 
orders. Meanwhile, reporting pressures made donor staff susceptible to close their 
eyes. Does it matter if boats are recycled as long as time deadlines are met? At least 
they get to keep their jobs and their surreal “super-efficient” image intact! Donors 

and NGOs making late supplies considered this a God Sent scenario and would have at least been tempted 
to encourage this practice! If other boats disappeared, then their boats would get to better hog the media 
eye! Fishermen profited both ways. If they sold a boat from one source, they may still retain custody of 
another, provided by yet another source. This scenario apparently served as a happy arrangement for 
everyone in the economic chain. Otherwise how does one explain the deafening silence? No one has yet 
screamed hell on the murky going on, at least not publicly. 
  
The long-term consequence however appears distressing - boats, traditionally valued exclusively as a 
productive asset are now being increasingly treated as a mere trading asset. The flip side to this 
development is that excess boats are being got rid of by the system, reducing threats of 
overfishing by redistributing the surplus to other parts of the State and country where they 
maybe put to better use.  Where NGOs fell short, the fisher community has come forward to lead 
the sustainable way. This obviously is converse to what NGOs and Donors reports 
love projecting viz. it is they who are messiahs and guiding light to the people! 
 
If you wonder how these fisherfolk youths in the photograph can afford the luxury of 
preferring a leisurely game of caroms to toiling the hard sea, then it probably arises 
from the confidence oozing out from the discovery that as for now, there is much more 
money to be made from selling boats rather than using it for fishing! Such confidence 
however stem from a bubble that is destined to burst as and when all the surplus has 
been siphoned out of the system and redistributed else within the district or the state or 
perhaps even outside Tamil Nadu. Where will it leave fishermen then? What happens if the present vacuum 
caused by the decline in fishing interests is filled in by non-locals? Would it precipitate new social conflicts? 
Few NGOs or donors seem to care on the consequence of their work. Their project cycle would be over by 
then and hopefully they will be busy with the next major disaster that caught the media fancy! 
 
 
 
 

                                                
20  A question of accountability - Frontline Volume 22 - Issue 27, Dec. 31 - Jan 13, 2006 by R. Krishna Kumar 
21  “Many leaking boats have been dumped at the gates of their makers," the owner of one unit said”.  Frontline Volume 22 - Issue 
27, Dec. 31 - Jan 13, 2006 
22  After the Tsunami, Hoping for a Better Future, Bay of Bengal News, September 2005  
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Nets, Nets Everywhere, Yet Insufficient to Fish! 
 
You can’t miss them. We can find them littered almost everywhere – on the beach, inside 
boats, in their homestead gardens, inside houses, enclosed within ice boxes, pathways 
etc. - Old and newly gifted nets often lying and stored side by side. 
 
The Tsunami has been one big boon for the plastic recycling industry. Old and heavily 
damaged nets, from time to time, are taken to merchants to be sold on a kg basis. Post-
Tsunami, visits by fisherfolks to these merchants, initially tended to be higher than the 

normal regularity. The quantity sold was very much higher than normal too, so much so, prices have now 
crashed, complained a group of fishermen. With prices crashing, their visits to merchants have become 
irregular and as a result, we find an increasing build up of old, damaged and unused nets in fishing villages. 
 
Initially, however, gifts of nets did not match the scale of boats distributed. Unlike the government who 
clubbed boats and nets as a package, many NGOs and donors, who distributed boats, did not consider it 
necessary to complement the gift by distributing nets or took to distributing boats and nets to different 
beneficiaries. Probably this lack of enthusiasm is being driven by the same mindset why NGOs and donors 
shunned kattumarams – in both cases, opportunities to advancing their respective brand equity by painting 
logos and credit lines are non-existent! Yet, as the months rolled on, the situation improved somewhat as 
some identified nets as a niche or a conspicuous gap to be filled in the overall response; others to starve 
off competitive pressures while still others, to meet tight time deadlines to spend – as sort of a filler till they 
rolled out their “model livelihood” plans.  
 
Nets therefore were generally not a high priority giving activity and consequently given little thought 
strategically. It is well known that the catch within Tsunami affected areas in Tamil Nadu is 
diverse within a range of 22-44 different species! Most donors and NGOs involved with the Tsunami 
response unequivocally demonstrated their lack of knowledge or prior experience working with the fishery 
sectors by not reflecting such basic facts into their strategic formulations. The reality that fishers used a 
wide range of nets to catch different fishes, which in addition, was often season specific, was 
completely lost on them. This lack of strategic insight and inexperience showed up in their net giving 
activity. Distribution of nets ended up extremely skewed around a narrow range such as gill nets. The final 
outcome was similar to that of giving expensive guns without adequate ammunition! 

 
Yet we come across some positives too. Many NGOs are now encouraging 
production-cum-training on net making. This backs up as a psycho-social input to 
Tsunami victims as well as a strategy to keep youth continually productively 
engaged, who otherwise tended to spend their time on social evils like drinking, 
gambling etc. There is a conscious effort to confer skill sets on women, who have 
been kept out of net making - considered traditionally a male preserve. 
 
We asked the elderly fisherman in the photo, named Murugan, whether the net he 
was busy making, courtesy a Chennai meant based NGO, was meant for sale. He 
replied in the negative, clarifying that it was for personal use. We further probed by 

asking him that whether he would consider a consequent attempt at net making for sale and would he 
consider this either as a supplementary or alternate occupation. He replied in the negative again. We asked 
for the reason. It seems that manual production could not compete with the prices of the mass produce 
sector.  Then what use is this training? “First and foremost, we get quality, virgin yarn. We cannot be sure 
100% of the quality of mass produced products. Secondly, mass produced products are standardized in 
design. By manual weaving, we can make minor alterations to the basic design that suits our purpose. 
Thirdly, though fisherfolks may prefer to buy new nets from the market, they still need to regularly mend 
the nets after each trip. Such training helps the youth to pick up mending skills”. 
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Innovating: Multi-Utility Ice Box 
 
It seems during the Cultural Revolution in China, planners did not have any concrete idea of stimulating the 
economy. So they distributed freely and at random, car tyres, mass-produced by their state controlled 
factories, over the whole length and breadth of the country. They were pleasantly surprised how the 
common man ingeniously used it in an unthinkably wide range of activities, giving an 
unexpected boost to the economy! 
 
While NGOs and their donors did not consciously intend to repeat history, the story of 
this type of plastic iceboxes as seen in the photograph however ends up having a 
similar ring. 
 
Our curiosity was stoked when during our field trip we witnessed a sudden 
commotion, whereby donor agency staff suddenly trooped into the village and started 
distributing very similar looking orangish-red boxes as in the photograph but with 
different organizational emblems and credit lines. A 3 -man team extensively videotaped the whole 
function. 
 

“They are distributing ice boxes” said a NGO relief staff who accompanied me to 
the village. “Some weeks ago, a donor had carried out a similar distribution 
function. We live in times if any one NGO or donor carries out a particular 
program, others copy the next day in the fear of being outdone, and losing their 
standing in the community” he whispered. “Such is the competitive pressure” he 
sighed. 
 
Prior to this we had inspected the state and usage of the metal iceboxes that was 
kept in the open spaces near the beach. None appeared to be in use. But then, 

our field trip coincided with the fishing off-season. So it was difficult 
to draw any definitive conclusion. What was telling however was that 
we found a good number in a state of disrepair. Yet, these appeared 
newly gifted – perhaps during the first few weeks or months after the 
Tsunami.  
 
We also found, in contrast to steel iceboxes, their plastic counterparts 
were carefully kept inside temporary shelter homes. Some used it to 
store their newly gifted nets. Others crockery. Still others, dirty linen, 
grocery - goes a long list. We even came across a case of the icebox 
being used as a makeshift TV stand, with the whole fisher family 
watching it crossed legs, seated on the floor in their crowded temporary shelter! We enquired from 
Ramalingam, a beneficiary of the icebox, why they didn’t use it for the purpose it was basically designed 
for. It seems that these boxes neither regulated temperature efficiently nor contained the water 
spill. Rather than keep fish fresh, it gives a bad smell and making them unmarketable!  
 
Another take is what Dr Subramaniam of SIFFS offered: “In Tamil Nadu, majority of the fish caught 
were sold off on the same day unlike in Andhra Pradesh and Kerala, and so there was no need 
for cold storage facility, which requires large investment and also maintaining them in the long 
run would be a waste.”23  So if a cold storage is redundant, it is probable that in the hierarchy of 
community needs iceboxes are not rated very high. 
 

                                                
23   Report of the Core Group Livelihoods Meeting organized by Tamil Nadu Tsunami Resource Center 
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Talking Holistic, Acting Piece-meal 
 
It is typical of many NGOs and Donors to adopt this duality as their operating principle. Nowhere is this 
better demonstrated than in their fishery interventions.  
 
Take for example the obsession with boats at the cost of neglecting nets and other essential gears. It 
resulted in fishermen owning brand new motorized FRP boats but for the most part, largely handicapped in 
fully utilizing their potential. Lack of nets and suitable gears significantly limited the technical viability of 
fishing since fishers are only enabled to catch a narrow range of fishes and in certain seasons, none at all. 
This deficiency showed up through a significant decrease in total and per unit catches of FRP units as well 
as the number of trips and frequency fishermen ventured into the sea. As seen earlier, boats are losing its 
value as a productive asset and progressively treated as a trading asset. More over, as a BoB-IGO 
newsletter warns, “The many FRP boats in some areas generate competition for the same fish variety, and 
a consequent drop in prices”24 Thus, though Tsunami response may not yet have contributed to 
overexploitation of fishery resources in general, it is likely to already have led to 
overexploitation of certain species within reach of motorized FRP boats and range of the nets 

gifted by NGOs and donors. 
 
“Repair and renovation of damaged infrastructure is critical But it is mainly 
fishing harbors that received attention and help so far. Much needs to be 
done at the many beaches and fish landing centers used by traditional craft. 
This may tell on the quality of fish being landed”.25  “The interest of post-
harvest area was largely ignored in the rush for fishing asset distribution. A 
large number of women who are involved in fish vending, the merchants and 
commission agents and others who depended upon fishing, albeit, indirectly, 
fall into this category”26.    
 
NGOs and donors are often accused of tending to demonstrate a herd 

mentality. Accordingly they unnecessarily rush into and compete (sometimes unfairly and ferociously) for 
the same narrow space. The reality is that there is a whole, big wide universe from which to pick and 
chose, enabling each, ample space to make a useful contribution in any disaster response. Much as it is 
welcome, a NGO or Donor coordination center is not absolutely necessary. What’s essential is basically a 
change in mindset and a genuine desire or commitment to effectively aid victims of any disaster. It is the 
absence of this that necessitates such centers. A herd mentality is further very frequently an 
expression of part truth. More often, what passes off, as herd mentality is actually disguised lack 
of experience, bankruptcy of strategic outlook and an absence of genuine commitment to offer 
efficient relief. The result is the creation of a mess up; even in the spaces they all herd together 
by animal instinct! 
 

Fishery Interventions, Not A Complete Write-Off 
 
Fishing operations that commenced 3-4 months after the Tsunami have yet to reach the normality of the 
pre-Tsunami levels. However, Bhakther Solomon of DPG points out “It is undeniable that the quick 
response by NGOs and donors, despite some concerns over the quality of the assets and sustainability of 
marine resources, has helped a majority of active fishermen as both an important psycho-social 
intervention as well as doubling up during the short-term, enabling them at least a minimal income stream, 

                                                
24  After the Tsunami, Hoping for a Better Future, Bay of Bengal News Vol IV Nos 2-5, September 2005 
25  After the Tsunami, Hoping for a Better Future, Bay of Bengal News Vol IV Nos 2-5, September 2005 
26  Kalangarai Vilakkam – The NCRC Newsletter, Issue 2, October 2005 
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thus protecting their dignity and self-respect”. Equally, true is the fact that while there is no disagreement 
that incidences of poor quality boats and recycling are indeed taking place; no one yet is able to provide 
hard data on the actual scale. This scenario maybe embarrassing to NGOs and Donors, but this trend is 
encouraging from the point of sustainability of fisheries. Surplus and junk boats being disposed by the 
fisher community is a development that should be accordingly welcomed. Secondly, if the fisher community 
disposed of leaky and otherwise unsafe boats, it improves safety at sea, which was already a problem pre-
Tsunami. On the other hand, the whole scenario may turn out to be a mere exaggeration. Even so, the 
purpose would have been served. NGOs and donors have by now discovered that painting logos and 
credit lines is indeed a double-edged sword. If boats supplied are leaking, capsized or sold off, 
there is increasing probability of this being traced and accountability established, if not by 
others in the same fraternity, by independent research institutions, media and citizen 
journalism. This should serve as deterrence to dumping of sub-standard boats in future.   
 
Likewise, if NGOs and Donors like to ensure that their investment in the fishery sector is put to maximal 
use, then there is still time to incorporate correctives by closing the gaps in fishing gears and nets.  
 
The story of four fishing hamlets of T S Pettai, Vadakku Pichavaram, Kalaignar Nagar and MGR Nagar in 
Cuddalore district standing intact amidst the ruins that surround them, post-Tsunami, is well publicized. 
“When giant waves swept onto the Tamil Nadu coastline, a wall of water 10-30 feet high wreaked havocs 
two kilometers inland. But in these four hamlets the water rose just 40 cm, and at a slower pace”27.   It is 
to be noted that mangroves reduced by 40% over the last 120 years. The Tsunami has accentuated this 
trend. Though only a handful of NGOs like MS Swaminathan Research Foundation, PREPARE, Sri Sathya Sai 
Orphanage Foundation etc were found actively involved in promoting mangroves, there is indication that 
more actors like CARITAS may enter this area.  
 
NGOs like the MS Swaminathan Research Foundation, PREPARE, BoB-INGO, SIFFS and even the 
government are trying to bring subtle shifts in fishery occupations by encouraging fish culturing that 
includes activities like lobster and crab fattening; seaweed and ornamental fish culture etc. These are all 
resource based opportunities that could be undertaken as supplementary and non-peak fishing 
employment, particularly suitable for women and the non-fishery community who work as fisher coolies, 
shell gatherers etc. In fact, pursuance of social equity objectives is better served through enabling 
fisher coolies diversifications into fish culturing rather than fish capture. Activities like lobster & 
crab fattening can facilitate quantum jumps in the income of fish vendors, as seafood is sold by weight. 
These could be undertaken in the small of tiny scale production units or even as medium scale value added 
industries.  
 
“Tourism is just now mostly under the control of the big-scale private sector and big hotels.  And fishing 
communities can very easily get involved in tourism, through "home-stay" programs and eco-tourism.   
There is a need for alternative economies in these traditional communities, because the younger generation 
of fishermen are not interested so much in fishing!  They want jobs.   And they want other entrepreneurial 
options.   Normally, if they go into tourism, that means working for the private sector.   So can we think of 
a tourism policy with fishermen, where all these villages that are going to be reestablished, are able to 
incorporate tourism from a totally different, totally indigenous system?”28 Most NGOs and donors are aware 
of the tourism options but do not know how to go about it and have not linked this with their housing 
programs. With organizations like EQUATIONS, with over two decades of alternative tourism experience, 
expertise is not a constraint. 

                                                
27   Four hamlets survived the tsunami, thanks to mangroves, Krithika Ramalingam, InfoChange News & Features, February 2005   
28    8 ways to promote a people-driven rehabilitation process after the tsunami, Sandeep Virmani,  Founder, Kutch Nav Nirman 
Abhiyan in ACHR's regional tsunami meeting, January 19 - 20, 2004, held in Phuket, Thailand.    
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Agriculture, Livestock & Forestry Sectors 
 

 
“In Tamil Nadu, about 50 percent of the state’s population is still dependent on agriculture. The poorest 
rural quintile (approximately 1.5 million households with about 7.5 million people) derives more than 75 
percent of its income from agriculture, with agriculture wage labor accounting for 50 percent of household 
income. Agriculture thus feeds a majority of the population, provides employment and livelihood to a 
majority of the labor force, and supplies raw materials to industries. Marginal and small farm holdings 
account for 89 percent of total holdings and constitute 52 percent of the agricultural area. 
 
…. Damage to the agricultural sector is mainly confined to the destruction of standing crops like paddy, 
groundnut, coconut, cashew, mango, banana, ragi and vegetables. Intrusion of seawater into productive 
fields – as far as two to three km inland – and deposition of infertile sediments in depths ranging from 5 cm 
to 24 cm in low lying areas has induced salinity and water logging of varying degrees. The damage caused 
to the soil is of a semi-permanent nature; affected farmers will not be able to grow crops effectively for the 
next two to three years until seasonal monsoon rain naturally flushes out the salt. In addition, micro eco-
systems required for adequate plant growth have been affected while cultivable lands have suffered erosion 
and sand casting. Many perennial trees were uprooted; home flower and vegetable gardens, public grazing 
lands and saltpans were damaged. 
 
…. Poor families in particular have suffered from loss of domestic livestock. The death of animals and 
damage to pastures are direct impacts. Availability of fodder is also affected since paddy straw was 
inundated and salinated. This will have a negative impact on the livelihoods of these families, especially of 
women, since income derived from livestock served as a safety net against the vulnerability of crop failures. 
It also provided supplementary income and added nutritional value to the diet. 
 
…. The presence of shelter belts comprising the exotic Casaurina species are reported to have reduced 
damage and injuries and loss of life in some places along the coast, notably in Nagapattinam. The role of 
shelterbelts in providing protection against storm surges and other natural hazards needs to be 
documented more systematically. Shelterbelts can be a potential option to reduce coastal vulnerability to 
natural hazards. The use of exotic species and the planting of such belts on the beach itself should be 
avoided unless the social and economic benefits are shown to greatly outweigh the environmental costs.”29 
 
 

Brazen Theatrics 
 
 
Just weeks after the Tsunami, a section of the organic agriculture lobby within the country made the 
unusual advocacy for removal of top soil and blanket avoidance of gypsum as treatment for salination of 
soil. Accordingly, a majority of NGOs and donors that opted for a major presence within the agricultural 
reclamation in the Tsunami response bought this line of action in their formulation of their respective 
strategies. Some brought in tractors but most relied on cash-for-work programs to accomplish removal of 
topsoil. 
 
 
 

                                                
29   India Post Tsunami, Recovery Program, Preliminary Damage & Needs Assessment, ADB, UN & World Bank, March 2005 
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Extracts from FAO Land Classification Assessment30 

 
Initial Damage Classification  
 
Not all areas sustained similar 
damages. The FAO Land Damage 
Classification identified 4 classes of 
damage: 
 

1. Minor damage; return to normal 
without major interventions  

2. Medium damage; return dependent on specific interventions  
3. High damage; C1 return only possible with major interventions; C2 return 

to agriculture not possible/desirable. Other land options should be considered  
4. Land completely lost to the sea after the tsunami. 

 
If B and C1 (medium to heavy damage) and C2 and D (lost for agriculture) totals for all categories are quite 
equally spread over the three categories (A - B/C1 - C2/D). This is important information to steer regional 
rehabilitation strategies, as these are quite different in focus for these three categories. For Category A the 
main focus is to restore the pre-tsunami situation (if that has not happened already). The same applies to B, 
C1 where cash-for-work programmes are necessary to recover agricultural infrastructure and leach out salts. 
For C1 specialized contractors should be contracted for major rehabilitation work. In category C2/D 
rehabilitation strategies need to focus on compensation of farmers, change of livelihood basis, relocation of 
farming families, etc. 
 
Differential impacts, in extent and in severity of the 
damage  
 
The categories are not equally spread over the countries, 
however. West Aceh and the Andaman/Nicobar islands received 
the full blow over their relatively flat coastal belts, while more 
distant or more sloping coasts have suffered fewer damages. 
The agricultural sector in West Aceh was by far the hardest hit, 
both in total damaged area as in severity of the damages sustained. West Aceh alone accounts for half of the 
total affected area and for more than 70% of damage in Category C2/D. In comparison, the east coast of Aceh 
was far less affected (mostly because it was not exposed to the direct impact of the waves). 
 
The Indian islands (Andaman and Nicobar) were, like West Aceh , very close to the epicentre of the 
earthquake and impact of the damage is similar to that of West Aceh . The Indian islands and Aceh have 
permanently lost land to the sea as they appear to have tilted as a direct result of the earthquake. The 
mainland of India was further away and suffered damages over a long stretch of its eastern coast, mainly in 
Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh. The severity of the damage is less than in Aceh and the islands. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
30   Agricultural Recovery swift in some areas, slower in others, depending on the regional recovery capacities, FAO, 26 April 2005  
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As could be observed from FAO damage assessment extracts in the previous page, the Indian mainland 
was overall assessed as Category A as depicted in the likes of the above photographs viz. suffering only 
minor damage that needed minimal major interventions to return back to normal. This assessment finds 
concordance with that of JAM report that categorizes the damage as semi-permanent affecting agricultural 
production, until seasonal rains naturally flushes out the salt. The impact was envisaged by JAM as only 
“leading to foreseeable effects on at least two crop cycles (the current one is destroyed as it was ready to 
be harvested in the case of rice and other products, and the next plantation period is affected as washing 
of salt and sand deposits will not be completed in time and natural dilution will not occur before the next 
monsoon)…. Rehabilitation of agricultural lands with little damage will also take place naturally through 
seasonal monsoon rain and re-leveling of fields.”31    
 
Yet, this topsoil removal lobby resorted to low-level theatrics to create an domineering 
impression that Tsunami’s damage to agricultural fields was much more serious as depicted in 
the likes of photographs provided below, necessitating removal of topsoil. So what’s their real 
agenda? 
 
 
 

 
 
 
“The coastal region in all three states and the union territory often suffers both in the monsoon and post-
monsoon seasons. In monsoon, excess rainwater, prolonged water stagnation, high water table, high 
humidity and loss of nutrients are common. In the post- monsoon season, high salinity of soil and ground 
water along with scarcity of freshwater affect crops and animal productivity. The situation in the coastal 
region is often aggravated by natural calamities such as cyclones. In Tamil Nadu, the tsunami- affected 
districts faced a grim situation for the third consecutive year due to drought, flood and tsunami”.32 
 

                                                
31   India Post Tsunami, Recovery Program, Preliminary Damage & Needs Assessment, ADB, UN & World Bank, March 2005 
32   India Post Tsunami, Recovery Program, Preliminary Damage & Needs Assessment, ADB, UN & World Bank, March 2005 
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In simple language, the coastal soil demonstrates a tendency towards salinity, the fluctuating pH of which 
is modulated by the weather and calamities. The monsoons bring with it fresh water, naturally flushing the 
soil, lowering salinity. Whereas during the post-monsoon season, droughts, cyclone and Tsunami strike, the 
pH increases. This is the natural cycle. It means that even if expensive topsoil removal methods succeed, 
all it takes to be back to square one is a cyclone or a tsunami to hit again! 
 
The report continues “Intrusion of seawater into productive fields – as far as two to three km inland – and 
deposition of infertile sediments in depths ranging from 5 cm to 24 cm in low lying areas has induced 
salinity and water logging of varying degrees”33. This means that a wide variation in soil salinity readings is 
bound to exist. Accordingly, the extreme option of topsoil removal, if at all advocated, could be justified 
only in an exceptional basis necessitating soil tests for confirmation. Curiously, the topsoil removal lobby 
tended to take to incorporating this option as a standard practice, without 
backing up their case with any adequate statistically representative soil test 
studies! 
 
“”The resilience is dependent on the occurrence of high precipitation or else 
the availability of irrigation canals and a drainage system to leach out the 
soils”34.  Canals that serve 80% of the total net area irrigated in 
Nagapattinam, depends upon the Cauvery River inflow. The key to 
resilience of agricultural land accordingly falls primarily on the monsoon. 
The FAO chart provided the evidence of increasing salination recovery 
across Tsunami hit countries wherever it rained. In the Indian mainland, 
the onset of the SE monsoon, by June, visibly started impacting recovery 
figures.  
 
Yet, on basis of rehabilitation strategies, the sustainable agriculture network within the country was split down 
the middle. One section taking a position, that even if the soil salinity scenario is as grim as it is 
painted out to be; as far as topsoil removal was concerned, it is better to wait for the NE 
monsoons and then to act. “Cyclonic storm brings havoc normally once in 3 or 4 years and heavy 
downpour during Northeast monsoon leads to flooding of the district and damages field crops and wealth of 
soil”35.  The cyclic pattern trend analysis suggested that there was an increased probability that 2005 would 
be the year of cyclones. The problem was that for Tamil Nadu’s East Coast, the major monsoon was the 
NE, occurring late October-November. During the interim, this section argued that other priorities that 
could be taken up such as restocking livestock lost during the Tsunami, desilting fresh water drinking water 
sources, irrigation channels and drainages etc mainly as a preparation for the monsoon onset, to prevent 
flooding and harvesting water for irrigation. 
 
The opposition countered with the argument that victims needed relief right now and the best way to do it 
was to ensure farmers did not lose even a single cropping season! There is an increased risk of land use 
change if affected agricultural lands are not rehabilitated to their earlier productive capacity. Besides the NE 
monsoons are too late and not reliable. What if it fails? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
33   Agricultural Recovery swift in some areas, slower in others, depending on the regional recovery capacities, FAO, 26 April 2005  
34   Agricultural Recovery swift in some areas, slower in others, depending on the regional recovery capacities, FAO, 26 April 2005 
35    Nagapattinam District Environment Report, AIMS Research, Chennai 
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Failed it didn’t. “During this year’s northeast monsoon, five cyclonic 
systems hit the Tamil Nadu coast, which is double the average; heavy 
rainfall in November 20-22, was followed by cyclone “Baaz” from 
November 28 to December 2. Then came “Fanoos” another cyclone, 
from 6th to 10th December36”.   “In the East, 39 major rivers and 
drains meet the Bay of Bengal. Nagapattinam and Pondicherry, which 
were badly hit by the tsunami, are located in the middle of the Cauvery 
delta, a lowland area below sea level in parts and extending far inland, 
which is very vulnerable to flooding and storm surges – as well as 

tsunami inundation37”.   Among its effects was damage to freshly transplanted rice crops, a good many that 
had been financed by Tsunami grants and proving wrong the blanket assumption that in a rainfed area like 
Nagapattinam, water is a limiting factor for flushing of lands of salt!  
 
K Gopalan heading OXFAM International’s Tsunami Relief Program at Chennai, 
whose agency supports two large separate sustainable agriculture networks in 
Tsunami Rehabilitation, pointed out “Our networks consciously did not get involved 
with top-soil removal. Where applicable, they off course scrapped off the layer of 
grayish-brown dustcoats, typical of salt encrusted soils, which is very different from 
removal of topsoil38.  We in fact advised others  (donors and NGOs) that if they are 
adamant to pursue topsoil removal, at least use such soil removed for establishing 
inter-plot bunds so that they could be utilized for growing crops for green-
manuring, shade or even fodder!” 
 
Agencies like OXFAM refreshingly appreciated that the true productive worth of any agriculture land lies on 
its quality of its topsoil – that takes decades, if not centuries to form. Trillions of dollars are spent 
around the globe each year just to protect the topsoil from erosion. But in the Tsunami 
Rehabilitation a number of agencies without blinking their eyelids took to removing topsoil as a 
standard practice. One donor even openly flaunted this in their report as a concrete achievement of their 
agriculture rehabilitation program - “This includes the removal of topsoil and pumping out of saline water 
………39”    
 
When queried about the same issue, Annie George, CEO of NCRC, Nagapattinam conceded, “Now after the 
floods, there is wider admission that the topsoil removal strategy was perhaps a gross mistake. Most NGOs 
and donors were dependent on consultant advice. They were misled”. So poor consultants as usual have 
become the customary scapegoats and not the One who pays the Piper! It is generally well known that 
consultants who are donor and NGO favorites are usually those who best parrot the lines what exactly they 
want the world to hear. So why did this section of donors/NGOs possess an empowering need to 
exaggerate salination of soil as a precursor to adopting topsoil removal strategies?  
 
To answer that we need to first have a good look at donors and NGOs active in agricultural rehabilitation. 
We will discover that a significant majority in this sector is either completely absent in the fishery arena of 
Tsunami Rehabilitation, or reduced to a marginal player there. Yet, like those playing in the fishery sector, 

                                                
36  Tsunami Recovery: One Year After, Vandana Shiva, 26th Dec 2006 
37   India Post Tsunami, Recovery Program, Preliminary Damage & Needs Assessment, ADB, UN & World Bank, March 2005 
38  In some places these deposits are close to 30 cm in thickness”. India Post Tsunami, Recovery Program, Preliminary Damage & 
Needs Assessment, ADB, UN & World Bank, March 2005 
39    Community Participation in Tsunami Response, Plan International India, December 2005 
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they were beset with the same problem – more money than their actual capacity to spend. The former had 
boats – a big-ticket item to absorb large capital in quick time.  
 
Topsoil removal, for those in the agriculture sector, had a potential to be one of their own big-ticket items. 
They could not afford to wait till the monsoon arrived – almost 10-11 months down the line. Firstly, there 
are tight time deadlines to spend funds raised. Then again, they mostly operate within a limited mandate - 
short project cycles 1-3 years. Secondly, if and once it (monsoon) did arrive, the raison d’etre of topsoil 
removal would be immediately redundant! So where do they then go to find a replacement big-ticket item? 
Thirdly, resilience (or capacity to recover) for land reclamation is dependent, among others, upon the 
extent of damage (which in this case is largely minimal) and favorable environment factors (monsoons 
which is uncertain). This immediately puts the monsoon as the principal key to resilience of the agriculture 
sector. Assuming a normal monsoon, this would ensure higher resilience and a very short recovery 
trajectory. They will be in a win-win situation – on one hand they can undeservingly claim credit for any 
successful outcome as due to their “rehabilitation inputs” and on the other hand, meet the demands of 
their project cycle (less than 3 years) for withdrawal! If the monsoon on the other hand fails, they also end 
up winners. Their stand justified, they will expectedly fall back on the argument that soil reclamation is 
possible only over an extended period of 2-3 years! 
 
 

Model Project Driven 
 
The case of the same lobby’s objection to gypsum, scientifically known as CaSO4-2 
(H2O), Hydrated Calcium Sulfate, falls completely under another category altogether. 
Gypsum is one of the more common minerals in sedimentary environments. It is a 
major rock-forming mineral that produces massive beds, usually from precipitation out 
of highly saline waters.  

 
As a result of the soil salinity (pH>8) soil sodification may occur, which causes dispersion of surface soil 
particles. A sodic soil has an exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) of greater than 15. This condition 
reduces water infiltration and deep percolation/leaching and adversely affects the soil environment for 
better crop growth. As a consequence of the Tsunami, soil salinity leading to sodic soils was common, but 
much of it, temporary. Sodic soil positively responds to fresh water either natural precipitation (rains) or 
irrigation to promote water infiltration and leaching.  
 
Sodic soils respond also to calcium based amendments and/or appropriate cropping remedies. Gypsum is 
one such chemical, calcium amendment remedies. In fact, gypsum is one of the standard recommendations 
for soil salination recovery by agencies such as the FAO. Gypsum is neutral, non-toxic to humans and 
animals and does not burn. Gypsum improves sodic (saline) soils by removing sodium from the soil and 
replacing it with calcium. Calcium sulphate improves the structure and consistency in soil by the process of 
flocculation - allowing better water penetration and retention. Gypsum however has no effect on soil 
fertility or pH of any other soil type. In contrast, application of organic matters and green manuring crops 
such as Daincha (Sesbania Aculeate) do not directly reduce salination. Daincha is a nitrogen-fixing, root 
nodule shrub.  Particularly recommended for clayey soils, farmers before planting rice sow the Daincha 
seeds and plow back the plants in situ when the plants are around 45 days old.  This traditional practice 
basically improves soil structure and therefore percolation, making the leaching process easier. They also 
more importantly add nutrients to the soil for plant uptake, which Gypsum does not do, except in the case 
of calcium deficiency of the soil.  
 
There are then several ways soil salination due to intrusion of seawater can be treated - Each 
with varying degrees of efficiency and range of disadvantages. Gypsum could accordingly be one 
of these or through use of Daincha as seen in the article provided overleaf. 
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TN farmers smile again 

http://www.thestatesman.net/page.news.php?clid=2&id=106242 
Radhika Giri /SNS 

 
 
 

CHENNAI, Feb. 11. — On the tsunami-hit coast of Nagapattinam in Tamil Nadu, farmers are in a mood for 
some revelry again. On Friday, farmers who raise paddy in 357 acres in Tarunagiri, 10 km away from Sirkazhi 
in Nagapattinam district, celebrated Aruvadai Thiruvizha (harvest festival), cutting paddy to mark the return of 
health to their land after it laid fallow for close to a year. When the tsunami struck the coast of Tamil Nadu on 
26 December 2004, several tracts of agricultural land close to the sea were left saline. The land across the 
coastal stretch was earlier expected to remain fallow for at least a couple of years.  
 
The quick recovery is now credited to organic farming, which is seeing a revival of sorts in Tamil Nadu where a 
private campaign has been run for several years to promote the practice. In March last year, the Tamil Nadu 
Organic Farmers Movement (TOFM), spearheading the campaign, started work on a project with the NGO 
Coordination and Resource Centre (NCRC) that had come in to work for tsunami rehabilitation. The 
organizations jointly took up the challenge of reclaiming 3,700 acres of saline land through organic treatment 
methods in Nagapattinam district.  
 
Working in 13 villages in the district, they first identified 2,000 acres of land that were destroyed by the 
tsunami. The first challenge in these lands was to remove the sea sand that covered the topsoil. After 
removing the sand, villagers had to remove clay and a salty water mass. Daincha (locally called 
“thakkapoondu”), a green manure plant species resistant to salinity, was grown from last April in the affected 
areas to absorb the salt in the soil.  
 
Since last October, copious rains have lent a helping hand in speeding up the process of reclamation. The 
physical property of the land has improved and has enabled the growth of paddy crop sown between October 
and January.  NGOs working in Cuddalore earlier complained that farmers had discarded the use of 
gypsum after it was found that gypsum treatment left the plants dead due to dryness.  
 
Agricultural scientist, Mr. G Nammalwar, who heads TOFM, said organic farming was cost-efficient in the long 
run. “I can guarantee that the cost per acre for a normal farmer will come down by Rs 3,000. 
 
There is no danger of food poisoning as in the case of chemical pesticides. The farmers, numbering over 
2,500, were given complete training in organic farming, including even a talk, ironically of the importance of 
growing earthworm,” he said.  

 

 
 
What is objectionable is the need to denigrate gypsum for promoting another alternative method. We see 
this in the Statesman article too (para in italics). True, if recommended practices were not respected, 
Gypsum as cited in the article can induce plants to dry up. The process of displacing the salts is called 
leaching and that portion of the irrigation or natural precipitation, which mobilizes the excess of salts, is 
called the leaching fraction (LR). LR is the amount of water, in excess of consumptive water used by crops, 
necessary to rinse the accumulated soil salts. To prevent plants from drying up, fresh water made available 
for crops, accordingly should exceed the LR factor, otherwise leaching takes place at the cost of depriving 
the standing crop of water.  
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It follows that in the case where the sodicity of the soil is not very significant, and where the probability of 
natural flushing with fresh water is extremely bleak, gypsum becomes unviable, because of its inherent 
risks. Under such conditions, the use of gypsum then should be avoided and not as some section of the 
NGOs like the world to believe, it is dangerous per se. 
 
In India, there are sustainable agriculture networks and sustainable agriculture networks – as almost 
diversed in species as the bio-diversity range in nature. Some strains swear by permaculture, others by 
biodynamic farming, still others by Low External Input Sustainable Agriculture (LEISA), No Till, No Weeding, 
System of Rice Intensification (SRI), Integrated Farming etc. The amount of continued media attention has 
tempted many agencies to make model (often complex) projects out of their tsunami relief work, even 
where simple local solutions could have been more effective, speedier and cost effective in order to 
propagate their ideological line, technological models, in addition to strategically hog the media limelight.  

 
As seen latter in the report, much of the Tsunami agriculture 
rehabilitation that is taking place is highly skewed to focus on 
rice crops. The reality is that sodicity is much more a bigger 
problem for non-rice crops and crops on clayey soil. For rice 
fields, natural flushing and remediation that occurred during 
both the SW & NE Monsoons last year, would have enabled at 
least 80 percent of the affected land to recoup at least 80 
percent of their pre-Tsunami production capacity. This is more 
so in the case of the richer alluvial soil found in the north and the 
south of the railway line between Mayuram and Tirutturaippundi in 
Nagapattinam. Consequently, within such a scenario, Gypsum may 
not be necessary, and understandably so. “But the worst land in the 
delta is found in the Tirutturaippundi and Nagapattinam taluks where 
the soil is saline and arenaceous and drainage is very defective40”. 
This paints a completely different scenario where use of Gypsum 
could have been considered one among the more viable technical 
options.  

 
If farmers can be oriented to use Daincha as a green manuring crop, produce vermiculture etc as the 
article informs us, surely it should be equally possible to impart training on recommended practices and 
appropriate conditions for using gypsum as well. Can gypsum be combined with green manure and 
vermicompost, bio-fertilizers etc as an integrated farming practice? Undoubtedly yes and incidentally, 
strongly recommended too! Deploying organic materials, such as manure, cover crops, crop residues, and 
so forth, help provide a better soil structure to facilitate leaching, in addition to improving soil fertility.  And 
as such, gypsum and green manures like Daincha can act as complements. What is more in case of 
Nagapattinam and Cuddalore Districts, which were hit by 5 rounds of major cyclonic storms 
during October-November last year, the use of gypsum would have backed up as a water 
logging treatment which alternatives such as Daincha, acting alone, cannot lay claim to. In this 
sense, a golden opportunity may have been missed. 
 
The intention here is not to make case for gypsum per se but to strongly advocate providing farmers and 
people always a technological basket of ever-widening range of choices so that they could exercise options 
according to their contextual realities, inherent genius and reasoning. It is time NGOs and donors grow 
out of their mindset to advocate one-size-fits-all solutions, taking to issuing blanket bans and 
whipping up unnecessary mass hysteria! 

                                                
40   Nagapattinam District Environment Report, AIMS Research, Chennai 
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Skewed Rehabilitation Strategic Emphasis 
 
Preoccupation with rice fields left many areas uncovered – gaps.  
 
What was most perceptibly noticeable was the tendency of donors and NGOs to concentrate on rice fields 
to the neglect of others, particularly uncultivated wastelands. Rice fields, though commanding a significant 
majority by share of cropping acreage, are normally better endowed, if not the relative best by way of soil 
fertility; relatively more likely to have access to irrigation, particularly if situated in the uplands (estimated 
58% of cropped land is irrigated) or advantageously sited in low-lying areas to trapping natural 
precipitation. Compared to other land uses, rice fields are most likely to benefit from natural flushing of 
salts. As mentioned earlier, sodicity is less of a problem for rice crops. More over technologies to overcome 
salination is well developed for rice. While NGOs and Donors waste no time to publicize their work 
with rice crops, surprisingly there is a deafening silence on other crops such as pulses, millets, 
oil seeds, vegetables etc. It provides an overall impression of NGOs and donors adopting 
capitalist oriented strategies based on “betting on the best!” and shying away from more 
difficult challenges. 
 

The next most visible neglect comes the kitchen gardens, particularly of the 
fishing community residing nearer the sea. Land damages differ by type and 
intensity. In general, the closer the land is to the sea, the more damage has 
been reported. Fisher kitchen gardens accordingly suffered more damage 
relatively than those of the agriculture community, who live further from the 
sea. The fisherwoman in the photograph complains that “edible greens” are 
difficult to access and also spiraled in cost. As long as Tsunami victims 
continue to stay in temporary shelters, it is difficult to re-establish kitchen 
gardens and improve the situation. The question is whether the permanent 
homes being constructed for them, often within a mini township model, has 
incorporated space in the basic design to establishing kitchen gardens.  
 

Seen in the photograph to the right is Moringa Olifera (known commonly as drumstick) – a tree commonly 
found in kitchen gardens. This is survivor of the Tsunami; though withered considerably, is useful in 
providing highly nutritional edible greens as well as fodder for goats.  Because of shortage of edible greens, 
post-Tsunami, the leaves of the tree are now less regularly fed to goats. Still we found leaves from 
Glaricidia, a nitrogen-fixing tree being overfed to goats. Better nutritiously, excessive feed of these leaves 
however apparently creates stomach ailments for goats. 
 
The JAM report highlighted that one of the most significant impacts of the 
Tsunami was on livestock. The Tsunami not only considerably reduced 
the population of livestock but also that of fodder availability. This 
negatively impacted women particularly as livestock provided 
supplementary income as well as a safety net (reducing 
vulnerability against crop failures or poor fishing seasons). Apart 
from providing nutrition (meat and milk), their droppings are one of 
the best fertilizers for plants and crops. Due to agro-climatic 
constraints, the predominant livestock in the region found are goats.  
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No concerted effort is found in the Tsunami Rehabilitation to re-
stock goats lost or to increase fodder availability. As seen from the 
photograph, goats are fed on poorer fodder substitutes such as 
Casaurina leaves. Goats do not particularly relish it but painful 
hunger pangs probably prompt them to nibble at them. Richer 
fodder such as leaves of Moringa, post-Tsunami is now reserved 
usually for human consumption. Nor have we found any evidence 
of any donor or agency providing animal feed or any livelihood 
program attempting to promote animal feed through using fishery 
as a resource base. 
 
They maybe much maligned by environmentalists and conclusively 
proved to have reduced nesting beds of turtles, yet as JAM 

reported, the Casaurina shelterbelts planted by the World Bank funded Social Forestry Government 
Programs, are attributed to have significantly reduced damage and injuries and loss of life in some places 
along the coast, notably in Nagapattinam. As seen in the photograph, the permanent tilt suffered by the 
Casaurina, scars of the whole trauma, serves as a monumental pointer of the direction that the Great Wave 
came! The fodder crunch post-Tsunami as seen earlier has in addition prompted Casaurina leaves being fed 
to goats as a fodder of perhaps the last resort!  
 
All this certainly does not certainly justify Casaurina as a 
species choice, but as the JAM recognized, it demonstrated the 
potential of shelterbelts as a viable option to reduce coastal 
vulnerability to natural hazards. There is no evidence of shelter 
bed planting in any of the villages visited and only CARITAS 
among the donors visited by the study thought it significant 
enough to at least plan for mass establishment of shelter beds. 
However, considering the unusual rains last October-
November, the relief community as a whole missed out on a 
golden opportunity to capitalize on ideal planting conditions as 
the monsoons may not be equally as generous in the coming 
years. JAM noted “The inhabitants of temporary shelters 
will require energy, and both the forms of energy and 
the sources of supply are unclear. This could exert pressure 
on natural resources locally”41. Says Moses Vijay Kumar, Relief Manager, World Vision India, “The cash-for-
work programme that the government has proposed in the lean periods should be linked with the 
rejuvenation of shelter belts42.”    
 
The government on the other hand has already started moving to establishing shelter beds and making 
plans to implement mangroves rejuvenation projects. While much noise are made by NGOs and 
donors on disaster mitigation and preparedness, intertwining these into other sectoral 
strategies remains very much a piped dream. Shelter beds and mangroves can give a massive flip-up 
to livelihood prospects to the coastal community, in addition to serving as a disaster preparedness 
measure. The real tragedy is the fact this prospect appears totally lost on the NGO & donor community and 
accordingly mostly non-reflected in their livelihood strategies. 
 
 

                                                
41   India Post Tsunami, Recovery Program, Preliminary Damage & Needs Assessment, ADB, UN & World Bank, March 2005 
42   Four hamlets survived the tsunami, thanks to mangroves, Krithika Ramalingam, InfoChange News & Features, February 2005   
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Getting Some Things Right 
 
Did NGOs at least do some things right overall? Yes relative to the fishery sector 
which paints a scenario of extreme gloom. The non-farm sector is only in its nascent 
stage, so it is not possible to predict how it will evolve. Agriculture on the other hand 
appears on the road to emerge as the Tsunami Rehabilitation’s star performer. Some 
major controversies (topsoil removal & gypsum) aside, recovery efforts are 
going ahead extremely methodically. If at all the Build Back Better mantra is 
a reality, it is agriculture that is probably destined to make good NGO 

claims. 
 
 “More than 5203.73 ha of agricultural land in Nagapattinam were affected by the tsunami. The saline 
resistant rice varieties that have helped farmers of Ersama district in Orissa to recover their agriculture 
work were shared by the Navdanya farmers of Orissa with the tsunami affected farmers in 
Nagapattinam43.”  Thanks to the efforts of people like Vandana Shiva and NGOs like Navdanya, bio-diversity 
of local species have been given a huge boost. 
 
Surface flushing of salts may not take place in fields, other than rice fields. In all 
other cases, an adequate drainage system is often a critical component to the 
reclamation process, as these structures need to transport soluble salts from the 
field. NGOs have been found to have repaired and made functional field drainage 
systems damaged by the Tsunami and created systems where it previously not 
existed. They have helped rebuilt and strengthened existing field bunds. Lands 
affected by salt inundation should be leveled prior to the commencement of surface 
flushing of salts. This many NGOs carried out – some with tractors, others manually. Many of these efforts 
were completed before the onset of the monsoon and thus farmers were able to capitalize on it. 
 

“A unique approach of RIM (Rejuvenate India Movement) was to mobilize community 
youth as volunteers and enable them to help themselves. In Kumarakudi, four ponds 
serving the needs of the village for bathing and water for livestock were completely 
inundated with seawater making them unfit for any purpose. But the youth were 
motivated to take action. Soon, two ponds were drained of seawater with the help of 
hired diesel pumps. They then diverted a canal of Kaveri into the ponds and succeeded 
in making it fit for drinking for livestock and bathing.44” NGOs can boost of many 
success stories like this where fresh water structures have been similarly revitalized. 
 

Oxfam’s sustainable agriculture networks involved with Tsunami Rehabilitation follow SRI (System of Rice 
Intensification)  - a methodology for increasing the productivity of rice by changing the management of 
plants, soil, water and nutrients. The most exciting promise of SRI is that it moves from focusing on inputs, 
to concentrate mostly on Management Practices, placing a huge premium on capacity building.  SRI claims 
that it can work with traditional varieties of seeds, improved varieties as well as hybrids and more 
importantly, it is scale neutral. Conventional ideas of getting farmers to adopt management practices are 
discarded and instead SRI claims that experimentation is instead encouraged, stimulating innovation at the 
people’s level. SRI also claims that it is more resistant to biotic and abiotic stresses, in addition to drought. 
K Gopalan, Oxfam’s Tsunami Coordinator commenting on this capability said, “It was reassuring to discover 
that our networks’ planted crops did not suffer much damage from the series of cyclonic storms that hit 
during October-November. SRI seems living its claim, so far”. 

                                                
43   Tsunami Recovery: One Year After, Vandana Shiva, 26th Dec 2006  
44    A Report of Relief & Rehabilitation Work By RIM in Tsunami Affected Areas in Tamil Nadu , May 2005 
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Non-Farm Sector 
 
 
“The disaster is having a significant impact on the states’ livelihoods (about 38% of the total damage and 
losses imposes negative consequences on livelihoods) in the coastal environment and the local economy.  
 
…. It is estimated that the livelihoods of about 645,000 families (about 3.2 million persons) have been 
directly and indirectly affected in Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Andhra Pradesh and Pondicherry. Of them, about 
one-third (220,784) are directly linked to the fisheries sector, about one-fourth (143,000) to micro-
enterprises, while the remaining 281,216 are engaged in agriculture, livestock, seasonal employment or 
intermittent activities. The disaster hit the livelihoods of those that were already poor with the hardest hit 
including women, scheduled castes and scheduled tribes. 
 
…. Damage to the fisherfolk is the most widespread with long-term consequences as loss of 
livelihood is compounded by loss of lives, homes and fishing equipment. This has accentuated 
the damages to micro-enterprises due to the marked interdependency in coastal economies. The 
vulnerability of micro-enterprises to disruptions in sources of supplies and markets has led to loss of income 
and employment, especially for women”45.  
 
“It is quite apparent that both the government and civil society organizations have largely adopted a 
property-centric relief and rehabilitation policy, with the result that livelihood rehabilitation packages 
predominantly reach only people who own boats and go out for deep-sea fishing, and people who have 
tangible assets like shops. The thousands who contribute to the coastal economy by providing their labor 
and skills, like landless agricultural labourers, share croppers and tenant farmers; various categories of fish 
and boat workers; street vendors and petty traders; transport workers; construction labourers; salt pan 
workers; people involved in inland; shoreline and estuary fishing; service providers like barbers, tailors and 
cobblers, and crafts persons such as basket-weavers, have all found themselves sidelined and disregarded. 
Women survivors have also been marginalized in a similar manner, as they rarely possess assets in their 
name, and typically eke out a livelihood in the informal sector, often delivering services46”.  
 
“Major livelihoods in the coastal areas depended on the existence of a vibrant local economy supported 
predominantly by fishing, and fish processing, agriculture, livestock and other nonagricultural activity. 
These fishing communities provided a market to nearby communities and enterprises that looked at them 
as a livelihood source. The collapse of the fishing communities meant that these communities as 
well as the neighboring communities suffered through loss of markets for their products and 
labour. In this context, the response towards livelihood restoration emphasised the need to revive the local 
economy by restoring existing livelihoods and highlighted the urgent need to diversify people’s income 
earning activities so as to spread the vulnerability arising from over-dependency on one major sector47”. 
 
“It is the rebuilding of these intangibles – a whole range of social and economic linkages – that 
is, perhaps, even more important than physical reconstruction.”48 
 
 
 

                                                
45   India Post Tsunami, Recovery Program, Preliminary Damage & Needs Assessment, ADB, UN & World Bank, March 2005 
46   The State and Civil Society in Disaster Response, An Analysis of the Tamil Nadu Tsunami Experience, TISS 
47   Tsunami, One Year After, A Joint UN Report - India 
48    In India, Livelihoods Devastated by the Tsunami Spring Back to Life, World Bank 
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The Only Start was a False Start! 
 
The JAM Report recommended, “Recovery will be more effective if it maximizes the use of locally 
available inputs (labor, materials, and services) so that it contributes to the recovery of the local 
economy...Cash for work programs used in areas such as rebuilding of houses and local infrastructure, 
cleanup remaining activities, soil recovery, reforestation of mangroves etc. are a way of kick-starting the 
local economies.49”  “The multiplier effect into the local economy will be vitally important in the 
longer run. Experience has shown that even in instances of reconstruction after a natural disaster, the 

more sustainable interventions have been those that draw on people’s own skills, efforts 
and resources”50.  
 
Just sifting through NGO and donor reports, it is common to come across claims of 
undertaking several cash-for-work and food-for-work programs. Cash for work 
programmes and food for work programmes immediately evoke images of programmes 
dovetailing employment with creation of community assets.  
 
 Christian Children Fund-India (CFF-India), for instance claim that through cash-for-
work programs, which pay participants, their programs helped clear debris, rebuild 

infrastructure and reestablish communities52.  This was excellent. No doubt, NGOs widely employed 
Cash/Food-for-Work programs to clear debris, desilt and construct ponds 
and wells; build field bunds, scrap marine sediments and sodific crust 
from rice fields, repair and build anew drainage and leveling agriculture 
fields. 
 
During the reconstruction phase, however it is building 
construction, followed by boat building and nets that could 
have given the local economy its maximum fillip. These turned 
to be largely, external, contractor driven operations. In the case 
of housing, workers were imported from within the district, within the 
state and some as far away as Orissa and Gujarat. A leading Christian 
relief agency even justified this import on the grounds that these workers 
besides possessing house-building experience in major disaster settings 
were given “an opportunity to demonstrate solidarity!” Others splashed 
photos of imported workers in their documents as evidence of their 
contributions of cash-for-work employment on unsuspecting readers, 
passing them off as Tsunami victims!  
 
Such a scenario was relatively less true in the case of boats and nets. 
Initially, boats and nets were purchased outside the district but gradually 
some sanity was restored with many NGOs and donors changing track to 
train locals in boat building and production capacities.  
 

                                                
49  India Post Tsunami, Recovery Program, Preliminary Damage & Needs Assessment, ADB, UN & World Bank, March 2005 
50  Guidelines for Tsunami-Related Rehabilitation and Development Assistance, Centre for Poverty Analysis, Colombo, March 2005 
51   Everyone Loves a Good Tsunami, S Anand, OUTLOOK Magazine 
52   Child World, CCF, Tsunami Accountability Report 2006 

 
“ None of these boats is 
useful. "When we used 
them for inland fishing, 
they capsized. We 
collected our gear and 
swam to safety," says 
fisherman S. Pugazhendi…. 
Inniyan manufactured 500 
boats against various NGO 
orders, doing business of 
Rs 3 crore. "These boats 
are really light and 
structurally flawed," says 
Pugazhendi. The boat-
makers, under pressure 
from NGOs keen to be the 
first to deliver, 
compromised on material. 
In Pudukuppam, the 
"spineless, unstable" boats 
gifted by the VHP and 
World Vision lie unused 
next to each other. “51 
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But widespread incidences of selling of productive assets 
(boats) are raising alarm bells. In some past disasters, we have 
noticed that victims may opt to go even hungry in order to preserve 
their assets and future livelihoods. Generally, the fewer assets 
possessed, the more precious they would be. If at all they dispose 
productive assets, this could be as only as a last resort or in a 
climate of abundant surplus, for gaining instant liquidity or if they 
rate these assets having no productive value whatsoever. Since 
similar assets (boats) are sold at the same time, it depresses 
prices. When utility for the asset increases again at some 
point in the future, the same assets get inflated. In this 
manner, the Tsunami victims are damned to loose twice over.  
 
Accordingly, the widely expected kick-start of the local economy 
crumbled quickly into one big false start. Tsunami victims turned 
passive recipient of aid, playing cards, drinking liquor and living on 
extended handouts. As for the assets generated, there is a huge 
question mark on much of its usefulness. The only multiplier effect 
visible was the spiraling of inflationary trends due to NGO spending. 
Areas such as regeneration of coral reefs, shelter beds and mangrove forestry, which not only facilitate as 
defenses against calamities such as cyclones and Tsunamis but also could have doubled up to give a big 
stimulus to coastal livelihoods, more so, in enabling its diversification, unfortunately, largely fell out of the 
purview of these cash-for-work programs. 

 
Nonetheless, this outcome appears largely avoidable. “But as we showed in 
Bhuj, it is possible for extremely small-scale construction actors, masons, 
carpenters, community enterprises (and using a variety of people-friendly 
alternative construction technologies) can take over a lot of the 
reconstruction work. This would be a big boost for local village economies 
and household incomes”54.  
 
 “With specific regard to Cash for Work programmes, there are reports from 

the Andaman and Nicobar Islands that such livelihood relief options are far more effective than others in 
facilitating recovery. Apparently, people engaged in Cash for Work programmes have started rebuilding 
their houses much sooner than others in the Islands. Cash for Work programmes as relief options have the 
positive elements of removing the need for dole packages, and also giving people a sense of purpose and 
independence. It is possible that such programmes can address many of the adverse impacts of 
humanitarian aid. However, there have been several instances of NGOs implementing such 
programmes with the primary agenda of spending money. The works undertaken have, at times, 
been meaningless and designed to suit the resources available, rather than produce assets 
required by the community”55. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
53    Everyone Loves a Good Tsunami, S Anand, OUTLOOK Magazine 
54   8 ways to promote a people-driven rehabilitation process after the tsunami, Sandeep Virmani,  Founder, Kutch Nav Nirman 
Abhiyan in ACHR's regional tsunami meeting, January 19 - 20, 2004, held in Phuket, Thailand.    
55   The State and Civil Society in Disaster Response, An Analysis of the Tamil Nadu Tsunami Experience, TISS 
 

 
“On the surface, Nagapattinam’s 
NGO-inflated economy seems to 
be shining. Besides the surge in 
real estate, the cost of living too 
has shot up. "The sale of mineral 
water has increased by three 
times," says the cashier at 
Annapurna Hotel, a small Tiffin 
center. Hotel Tamizhagam, which 
came into existence this June and 
claims to offer three-star facilities 
with rooms priced between Rs 
1,200 and Rs 2,000, has seen 70 
per cent occupancy thanks to 
NGOs. "Besides an electronic 
gym, we offer ayurvedic massage 
for Rs 375, a facility most 
foreigners from NGOs use to 
destress," says hotel GM R. 
Ravichandran”. 53 
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Supply Driven Strategies 
 
Sifting through Donor and NGO reports, we come across a wide array of small 
and tiny sector manufacturing training being offered – pickle making, incense-
making, tailoring, soap making, detergent making, candle making, basket 
making, envelope making, coir (rope) making, footwear making and even jute 
bags making. Seen in the photograph is a training program for incense making 
by ILO. 
 
If it were the case of a single donor or NGO, one can’t but be impressed by the 
wide assortment of skills offered. The problem is that there is at least 150 
NGOs/Donors registered with NCRC, Nagapattinam and almost an equal 

number working unregistered in Nagapattinam District alone. All of them dip into the same basket of 
livelihood options with result of creating oversupply, depressing both the market for trained labor and 
products. 
 
So how have these skills been identified? It is only natural to assume on the basis of NGO rhetoric that 
skills were identified on the basis of either market studies (supply-demand gaps) or PRA exercises (needs 
articulated by the community). Unfortunately this assumption does not hold much water in actual practice. 
According to ILO, it implemented the incense program through the Indian National Rural Labor Federation 
(INRLF) and the reasons for selecting incense making is that INRLF had previous experience in it56!  So it is 
the case with most NGOs and donors – it is their partner’s core competency that is often the sole 
determinant of the choice of skill training offered!  
 
Even so, does such training at least enthuse people? A young Program Manager in a Chennai based Trust, 
channelizing funds for a set of donor agencies, supporting Tsunami Skill Training and Livelihood programs, 
admitted that finding demand for these trainings were simply too exasperating. “We literally have to run 
after people in Chennai. The people are too lazy and do not want to improve their socio-economic 
opportunities”   
 
Is there then a mismatch between what NGOs/Donors are offering and what the 
community expects? The ILO document offers a few clues: “In all, 122 fisher 
women in Kalpakkam were trained between February and July 2005 through the 
ILO skills development initiative. With normal fishing activities having resumed in 
Kalpakkam, many of the women trained under the initiative have returned to their 
traditional occupation, i.e. fish vending. However, they now possess a skill that 
they can fall back on during the non-fishing season and lean periods. The trained 
fisher women also enjoy the option of rolling sticks at home and selling it through 
INRLF, which has expressed willingness to purchase these the same at Rs. 30 per 
kg”57.    
 
Incense making is highly repetitive and monotonous activity and after 8 hours of 
work, they get paid Rs 50 (they have to roll at least 3-5000 sticks) for a day’s work, that too, only if they 
pass the quality standards. Fish vendors make much more and less strenuously practicing their existing 
trade. It is not surprising, as soon as fishing operations recovered; they went straight back to their trade. 
So why did they attend the training in the first place? Apparently, trainees were offered Rs 50 per day at a 
time when fishing operations were disrupted; this very well could have been for them a princely sum then!  

                                                
56  ILO Tsunami Update - 5 (September 2005) 
57 ILO Tsunami Update - 5 (September 2005) 
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As for the claim that at least such training enable women a fall back option during non-fishing 
seasons, the moot question is what role natural resources play in livelihood strategies of NGOs 
and Donors? If one glances at the basket of livelihood options being provided by NGOs, we find only 
pickle and coir making, solar drying of fish, which leverage the natural resources of the coastal region. It is 
as if the coastal region is so resource poor that agencies such as International Association of Human 
Values-Art of Living (IAHV-AOL) needs to fall back on jute imports as material inputs for jute bag making – 
treating labor as the only available resource that could be 
capitalized within the coastal community for livelihood 
development! 
 
Contrast this attitude with this: “Oxfam will be looking at 
improving livelihoods support by developing a three-year 
business development plan for the coir (Coconut Husk) industry 
as part of the ongoing activities with Covenant Centre for 
Development (CCD)58. Oxfam is also looking into other NGO 
partners who have greater expertise and experience in supplying chain management for hygienic dried 
fish”59.  The two fields that OXFAM strategically identified were coir and dried fish – both taking advantage 
of the natural resource base of the coastal area.  They then looked to forge partnerships with those having 
this specific line of expertise.   
 
A positive side to ILO and AOL’s incense making training is that both have secured market linkages - ILO 
through INRLF and AOL through its internal structures. However much of the other skill trainings that are 
being promoted are sans market linkages, where trainees and their enterprises are expected to fend for 
themselves. As in the case of net making, seen earlier in the report, these trades are threatened by the 
manufacturing sector in an environment wherein national brands are making very fast inroads into rural 
areas. Accordingly, much of these manual skills are in a state of atrophy due to the impact of liberalization 
and globalization. Realizing this, AOL has branded the incense as “Bharti”. Since AOL has a large captive 
market through its huge membership base both within and outside the country, Bharti can be expected to 

command at least a certain modicum of brand recognition and loyalty. 
 

After the Wave Comes the Slump 
 
The surge in demand for new boats led NGOs and donors to spawn 
indiscriminately new boatyard facilities. In fact, one NGO succeeded in 
getting donor finance for a medium size boat building plant reportedly 
costing over Rs 1 crore. Others supported tiny scale boat building group 
enterprises after training fisher youth in molding, fabrication and 
assembling technologies. A year after the Tsunami, the wave has 
disappeared and replaced by an equally greater slump in demand, which is 
expected to last several years, if not a decade. Such was the scale of 

dumping, that it apparently over saturated the FRP boat market several times over in not only in the 
Tsunami affected districts, but also within the state and to a much lesser extent, other parts of the country. 
The net result is that all these investments are very soon threatened with closure and all these jobs 
generated within these programmes, expected to be lost soon.  No NGO or donor met during the study has 
any clue how to either how to develop new markets or recast the same facility and skill sets for other 
product lines! 
 

                                                
58   Expertise in shell-craft making, coir, fan, palm-leaf bags 
59   Oxfam Tsunami crisis - situation update 20 May 2005 
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Tsunamika or the child of tsunami as the creators like to call it, 
is a little doll designed as a part of a livelihood and 
rehabilitation project undertaken by the Upasana Design Studio 
of Auroville, Pondicherry - a project financed by Concern 
Worldwide. 470 fisherwomen from 6 villages in and around 
Pondicherry received training in handicrafts and around 100 of 
them are creating these little dolls. Tsunamika has different 
variations; it comes as hair clips, bookmarks and paper clips. 
Over a million dolls have been distributed or sold. This is a very 
innovative idea that tries to capitalize on the surge of solidarity 
sentiment for Tsunami victims around the world. This 
sentiment too appears to be slowly waning and it remains to 
see how Upsana adopts to this new reality. Nevertheless, 
compared to boatyards, their task is very much easier – introducing new product lines using the same 
facility and skill sets and finding new markets to replace lost demand. And it sometimes helps being a 
design studio rather than a NGO. 
 

Adopt Ludicrousness, Feign Ignorance! 
 
A decade or two ago, Claude Alvares (now in Third World Network, then a journalist) had written an 
interesting article on absurdities of so called “development”. He drew attention to the fact that wheat is 
being polished to the extent of stripping it of all its nutrients and the white bread made out of it contains 
nothing but carbohydrates. The industry then “adds value” to it by “vitaminizing”, selling such bread on a 
premium! He asked, why not just produce brown bread when it is so much cheaper and nutritious? 
 
Such instances of ludicrousness are also come across in the 
Tsunami Response.  
 
When one goes through NGO and donor reports we invariably 
come across terminologies such as micro-enterprises, 
Entrepreneurial Development Programs  (EDP) etc. The irony of it 
all was that pre-Tsunami, these communities were very much self-
reliant, particularly the fishers who took great pride that they were 
so. Through extended handouts by NGOs, they have been turned, 
in a matter of 12 months, into a community of social parasites. 
Having accomplished this feat, the NGOs and Donors are now all 
busy “fostering self-reliant initiatives!”. 
 
In fact, the government came out more progressive in their aid 
strategies. In context to livelihood, government schemes took care 
to judiciously combine a grant component together with a soft 
loan component for purchases of FRPs etc. In contrast, NGOs 
provided boats as outright grants and even had the audacity to criticize government policies for being 
insensitive. Having to choose between an option involving repayment and that offered free, fishers 
naturally tended to demonstrate a propensity for freebies. But the chickens have now come home to roost. 
The greatest obstacle to NGO/Donor livelihood programs is ironically the social parasitic 
mindset of the community – a problem they themselves created!  
 

                                                
60  Study on Post-tsunami Rehabilitation of Fishing Communities and Fisheries-based Livelihoods in Southern India, 
Venkatesh Salagrama, ICM, Kakinada 

 
“However, aid has infected the fishers 
so much that they are now happier 
being fed than feeding themselves 
and their expectations are only 
mounting; laziness, drunkenness and 
conspicuous consumption beyond 
their means are in abundant evidence 
– so are cynicism and a propensity for 
exaggeration. 
 
This may be the real tragedy of the 
tsunami: the degradation of a highly 
independent and self-reliant people to 
the level of alms-seekers and 
weakening the structures and 
systems that supported them as well 
as regulated their activities, perhaps 
irremediably!” 60 
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Leaving aside this obstacle, the fact is that most donors do not even have the required mindset to promote 
EDP.  The India Tsunami Coordinator of a very reputed UK based donor agency, commenting on the Floods 
in Tamil Nadu confessed, “We are heavily invested in agriculture. Luckily the floods did not 
damage our crops. If it did, we would have quickly exited the sector, to minimize the damage 
(the donor’s image?)” Agriculture’s fluctuating fortunes are subjected to the vagaries of the weather and 
as such a high risk activity. Floods, droughts, pests etc are part of the game. Why then opt for this sector, 
if unprepared for risks? Nonetheless, donors and NGOs exhort farmers to change their existing practices, 
which involves risk, as farmers are unsure of the outcome. Yet, when it comes to them, the Donor is 
unprepared to take risk and ready to scoot at the slightest indication of failure!  It is this risk 
avoidance behavioral trait of donors that is mainly responsible for much of their lack of success 
of EDP programs. This is where Business-Social Sector partnerships hold much promise. Business is risk 
taking and all about managing it for gains. They consider failures only as a delay to ultimate success. 
 
“Relief after great disasters... is invariably well meaning, but so 
often wrong-headed.... They have handed out so many (boats) that 
they have left the fishermen with headaches they never had 
before”61.   Fishermen’s prime headache now is safety - having boats 
whose sea-worthiness is extremely questionable. NGOs and donors having 
painted their emblems and credit lines, distributed the boats and 
videotaped the handing over ceremony, considered their responsibility as 
fully over. A fishermen commenting on the quality of the boats said “Even 
if one of the logs (kattumaram) break, we can still stay afloat by 
clinging on the others. In the case of these FRP boats, once it leaks, 
it just goes down to the bottom of the sea, giving us no chance”. 
This prompted one study to comment: “Many fishers believe the days of wooden kattumarams are 
numbered, but the old survivor may prove them wrong yet!62”   
 
Boat safety was a problem before the Tsunami. The proliferation of motorized FRPs with highly suspect 
seaworthiness certificates has further accentuated this problem. Fortunately, the UN, BoB-IGO and SIFFS 
have apparently taken on themselves, the responsibility of spearheading mass education on sea safety. Yet, 
this is another instance, where NGOs attempt to mitigate a problem, which they themselves primarily 
created. Such a program would involve “acceptance of the vital nature of safety and rescue equipment, and 
promotion of storm early warning/distress communications through the cellular telephone network”63.  The 
wide grins are immediately back on the faces of NGOs and donors. And why not? This development opens 
more avenues for reckless spending!      
 
 “Many donors are talking about “cooperative” ownership of boats. In a way this could be an ideal solution 
to over-investment and ensure that there is equitable distribution of fishing equipment. Unfortunately, this 
is just not in tune with the culture of the Tamil Nadu fishermen. Group ownership of small boats has proved 
to be a failure and unacceptable. Individual or family ownership is the preferred mode. Another problem 
with the promotion of group ownership is that it ignores the fact that many individuals have lost their 
fishing equipment and we are going about creating a new set of owners. Such a “Social Engineering” 
process without sufficient thought is not advisable and perhaps even unfair”64.  Adds Anthony Benchilas of 
SIFFS, “What is increasingly being suspected is that it is the social engineered beneficiaries that 
tend to look at boats as a more a trading than a productive asset”. If this is backed up with hard 
data, many donors and NGOs will end up with mud in their faces! If social equity was the objective, why 

                                                
61   Oxfam Tsunami crisis - situation update 20 May 2005 
62   Study on Post-tsunami Rehabilitation of Fishing Communities and Fisheries-based Livelihoods in Southern India, Venkatesh 
Salagrama, ICM, Kakinada 
63    Tsunami, One Year After, A Joint UN Report - India 
64  Issues Related to Rehabilitation of Fishing, SIFFS 
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add to the numbers of capture fishermen and destabilize the entire sector? Why not attain the same social 
equity goals through alternative routes such as fish culture? This was strategic bankruptcy at its elements! 
 
The attempt at “Social Engineering” is not confined to fishery asset distribution alone. In the field of micro-
enterprises, we see a conscious effort by NGOs and Donors to target women, Dalits, tribals etc. TEC offers 
a word of caution: “ … as a single emergency response, no matter how well funded, cannot on its 
own, hope to put in place profound social, cultural, and economic change to completely 
transform deep-rooted, pre-existing inequalities”65.  Still there is no apparent 
problem with that objective per se and of course it is a welcome one. However the 
operational problem lies that many of these donors and NGOs work with a limited 
mandate – project cycles ranging from 1-3 years. Very few of them are prepared for the 
long haul to make social equity objectives realizable. This is bound to take a toll on 
required follow-up needed to provide “software” - adequate management, business and 
team building capabilities. By merely establishing a petty shop, stocking it with 
goods and videotaping the handing over to an individual who previously has no 
experience running such business, does not augur well for success of micro-
enterprises, in the absence of adequate follow-up. 
 
Likewise, promotion of group ownership is not impossible provided agencies are prepared to stay the long 
haul and possess the required skill sets besides an adequate understanding of the social dynamics of the 
fishing community. The reality is that mere social contractors and moneybags, with short project cycles and 
with no prior experience of working with the fishing community, constitute the significant majority in the 
Tsunami playing field. Ironically, it is they and not fish worker based and experienced organizations that 
clamor the loudest for “Social Engineering”.  
 
As a consequence of “Social Engineering”, we now see new petty shops coming up while existing ones 
remaining unassisted, though they might have suffered total destruction during the Tsunami. Similarly, new 
motor shops are mushrooming without addressing the needs of existing ones. The list is endless. Thus all 
this is taking place at the cost of not “first revitalizing and expanding pre-existing market 
relationships that work and restructuring and improving the inefficient ones that do not ... The 
first step in reestablishing a commercial sector, or even a subsistence economy, is to bring the 
economic activity back as closely as feasible and appropriate to its pre-tsunami level”66.  
 
Social engineered targeting should be seen complementary to this strategy and mutually 
reinforcing to avoid unbalanced growth, and if overlooked could widen existing social conflicts. 
If we can assert a guess on what will happen on the medium to long term to just facilitating ownership of 
FRP boats on fisher coolies without ensuring the transfer of necessary technical and management skills, it is 
highly probable that they get eventually dispossessed of their assets and once again revert back as coolies. 
Great as the photo opportunities provided by these new micro-enterprises which Donors and NGOs gleefully 
splash on their documents, this is probably the same fate that awaits them too! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
65  Tsunami Evaluation Coalition: Initial Findings Dec 2005 
66  Tsunami Disaster Recovery Concept Paper, ACDI-VOCA, January 19th 2005 
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How Would a Built Back Better Nagapattinam Look Like? 
 
A donor provided a telephone booth, which is incidentally the first and only one in 
one fishing village in Nagapattinam. On first impression, it looked innovative as a 
micro-enterprise and for opening up communications of the villagers to the outside 
world. We asked the beneficiary whether he thinks it is profitable? He gave a 
guarded reply “This is our first day, we do not know”  
 
A month later, the Government of India introduced a single tariff for any outgoing 
call within India. This meant that any call to any city, town or village, irrespective of 
the distance or inter-state was treated as a local call. Just One Rupee per pulse rate. 
This step immediately tolled the death bell for all STD booths in the country as their 

viability of their business rested on STD calls and not local calls. The CAPEX for the booth could have 
equipped at least 20-25 families to own their personal mobiles. And worse, as part of the sea safety 
improvement drive, cellular base in the village can be expected to visibly increase in the coming months. 
The case-let illustrates the cost of ignoring market trends. 
 
We find Donors and NGOs offering or planning to offer a wide array of services – outboard motor repair, 
service station, vehicle repair, carpentry, plumbing, computing, electrician, computer training etc. NGOs 
upto the eighties have played both a pioneering and dominating role in promoting technical and vocational 
skills within the country. Thereafter, the great slide began, with industry and the private sector taking over 
major responsibility and lead in this sector. This sector is largely capital intensive. As the service industry 
has become globally competitive, no longer the market accepts trainees of the non-formal education variety 
as they did in the past. This makes it imperative for NGOs and Donors to partner with Industrial Training 
Institutes (ITIs) or business to deliver training acceptable to market standards. Among the most promising 
and well-identified services is the boat engine mechanic training, which UNDP and SIFFS jointly plan to 
undertake. 1 central and 4 district workshops are to be established. 
 
Disasters also bring a big opportunity to change. Has any thing changed? “Says V. Vivekanandan, chief 
executive of South Indian Federation of Fishermen Societies (SIFFS), instrumental in establishing NCRC: "In 
a state that has seen 61 per cent urbanization, Nagapattinam has recorded only 14 per cent. The economy 
here remains largely rural, Nagapattinam is caught in a time-warp." Now with the strong NGO 
contingent, the district is being artificially fast-forwarded into the future”67.   
 
 
 

 
 

                                                
67  A Tsunami Of Funds, S Anand, OUTLOOK Magazine’s website 
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So is OUTLOOK magazine right? If so, what has changed? An indication is provided in these two 
photographs of children at play. The first setting is near the beach where children play in a pool of water, 
making boats out of palm leaves.  They put their toy into the water and almost immediately as they release 
it, the coastal wind drives the boats at great speed. They derive great pleasure racing these boats. This is 
the way fisher children traditionally played. The second setting is children playing in-between their 
temporary shelters and the site of their permanent houses being constructed. The children here play with 
sand loading trucks – toys distributed by NGOs during the relief period. They are found furiously loading 
and unloading sand at various “sites” repeatedly – a sight they have daily become accustomed to due to 
NGOs permanent housing programs. 
 
The change is subtle but obvious to more sensitive eyes. Places like Nagapattinam are indeed fast-
forwarded and NGOs, either consciously or inadvertently, are bringing about these changes - some 
desirable and at times, not so. It is one thing to embrace a slogan like “Building Back Better” and 
another to do so within the framework of an overall vision, not limited to sections of the 
population e.g. fishers but encompassing the whole economy as a region.  
 
So what would the Built Back Better Nagapattinam look like, when NGOs have exited? No one met during 
the study; even NCRC or TNTRC (NGO coordination centers) could offer a clue. The next question is even 
more difficult. If NGOs and donors are not able to envision the larger picture of the future despite their 
enticing slogan, on what basis their livelihood strategies are being formulated? If the economy radically 
changes, certain skills and trades would suffer from atrophy and certain new ones will take its place. Put 
another way, would their various livelihoods and skills that is currently being promoted be 
relevant in the Built Back Better Nagapattinam? You are met with deafening silence. Some more 
argumentative take the view “You can’t forecast the future. Accordingly, you cannot definitely say with any 
degree of precision whether these skills and trades would survive”  

 
 “It is necessary to discuss questions such as, why are 
the activities considered being are chosen, are there 
intrinsic skills, expertise, resources being brought in 
by the donor, is it on the basis of perceived needs, 
how can these be linked into the ‘larger picture’ of the 
rebuilding effort, what should be the end result, in the 
mid-to long term”69. 
 
But then the stark reality is that despite their 
delusions, NGOs are turning out to be only 
“puppets on a chain” in context to the 
construction of Building Back Better 
Nagapattinam or a Cuddalore or a Kanyakumari. 
It is the state, remote controlled by international 
financial institutions that are really the puppeteer. The 
confirmation is to provided by the Chief Relief 
Commissioner, R Santhanam himself “When the World 

Bank (WB) and ADB projects are completed, there will be a total transformation of the coastal areas.70”  
The ADB is offering a $143 million package for restoration of livelihoods while IFAD is offering $ 15 million. 
“The Environmental and Social Management Framework of the World Bank pins the funding for restoration 

                                                
68  Fr. Tom Kocherry quoted in Tsunami Update, August 31, 2005, The Guardian 
69   Guidelines for Tsunami-Related Rehabilitation and Development Assistance, Centre for Poverty Analysis, Colombo, March 2005 
70  Frontline Volume 22 - Issue 27, Dec. 31 - Jan 13, 2006 

 

 
"The World Bank, the EU, the WTO World Trade 
Organisation; all these people are rushing in with their 
own agendas, and government - local and central - is 
grabbing the opportunity to get its hands on more 
money. They are using the disaster, using people's 
distress, to play their own dirty games. Modernising 
the harbour means bringing in harbour-based fishing. 
That spells ruin for the ecology and for the poorest - 
the small fisherfolk.  
 
…. Big companies will take over and push out 
traditional fishing methods. In the long run, the 
tsunami victims will be displaced and will again 
become victims, thanks to the World Bank's 
underhand games. All over the world, people should 
unite and protest against this if they want to protect 
tsunami victims".68 
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of livelihoods at US$ 36.4 million (about 5 percent of the total) as compared to US$ 596.8 million, (about 
87.5 percent of the total) to be spent on housing”71.   

 
The problem is that there exists a veil of secrecy on the contents of the 
WB and ADB rehabilitation plans. Sections of NGOs have been 
registering their protest “The NGOs and the stakeholders in talks have 
been left out by the government though that was the mandate when 
the Government of India first invited the three institutions," says an 
activist from Human Rights Foundation, a Chennai-based NGO”73.  Still 
contours of their hidden agenda are visible from their budgetary 
breakdowns. Take for instance; the largest expenditure head is on 
Harbors, which artisanal fisherfolks do not benefit at all. In fact, once 
an upgraded harbor is established, this will pose adverse impact on the 
artisanal fishermen community. On the flip side, it will generate new 
kind of employment and ancillary industries, including a host of new 
services. Cynical as it sounds, it may suit the government plans that 
artisanal fisherfolks are indeed given leaking boats and are selling off 
their assets. This will trigger occupational shifts that will further 
decongest the sea. 
 
Besides, though it suited their vested interests very well, NGOs and 
donors have been quite puzzled why the government suddenly raised 
the minimum budgetary ceiling of community houses from Rs 50,000 
to now Rs 200,000. (In fact agencies like German Agro Action have 
been leading a campaign against such escalation). It could very well be 
that it finds a strong alignment with the tourism plans that the 
government intends promoting, which a section of NGOs are 
suspecting and shrilly raising their voices. Larger houses built can be 
easily renovated as accommodation for home-stay tourism. For tourism 

to flourish, congestion in the beeches must be removed, if not reduced significantly. This has largely 
accomplished by shifting fishermen’s dwelling further from the beeches, a task dutifully executed by NGOs. 
The livelihood programs being promoted – the Tsunamika dolls, shell crafts, jute bags, incense etc fits very 
nicely to take advantage of the tourism boom as when it explodes.  
 
So if one has to take an overall view on the livelihood programs, one way to go about it is its congruence 
with one’s respective worldview. If it agrees with those of the World Bank and Asian Development Bank, 
the livelihood programs currently provided are steps in the right direction and probably those NGOs and 
donors in this category should be giving themselves a tap on their backs. On the other hand, if it disagrees 
with them, then those NGOs and donors must seriously introspect why this line of livelihood programs are 
actually being pursued by them! But then, we need to confront the mantra again. What is the alternative 
vision of a Built Back Nagapattinam? None! That’s the tragedy. The NGO sector is too 
conceptually bankrupt to proffer an alternative vision scripted by it! 

                                                
71   Post Tsunami: Waves of Neglect, By Krithika Ramalingam, India Resource Center, May 20, 2005   
72  India Post Tsunami, Recovery Program, Preliminary Damage & Needs Assessment, ADB, UN & World Bank, March 
73   Post Tsunami: Waves of Neglect, By Krithika Ramalingam, India Resource Center, May 20, 2005   

 
“ A gap exists between the existing 
supply of labor (a high percentage 
of which is insufficiently qualified or 
trained in technical jobs with little 
demand) and employment needs 
(demand) of potential growth 
activities in services. This is 
especially acute given the drop out 
rate of young men and limited 
opportunities for women in rural 
and semi- urban areas.  
 
In some districts in Tamil Nadu and 
in Kerala state tourism has a high 
potential linked to different 
attractions going from beach 
resorts to religious pilgrimage and 
multi- interest sites, including 
archaeological and historical 
richness and natural reserves such 
as the existing bird and wildlife 
sanctuary in Nagapattinam.  
 
Transport, processing activities and 
port upgrading over the short and 
medium term could provide a useful 
base for longer term development 
of such services activity which 
supports new employment 
opportunities”.72 

 


